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Public transport provision requires substantial organisational efforts, careful planning, financial contributions
from the public, and coordination between millions of passengers and staff members in large systems. Efficient
resource allocation is critical in its daily operations. Therefore, public transport has been among the most popular
subjects in transport economics since the infancy of this discipline. This paper presents an overview of the
literature developed over the past half century, including more than 300 important contributions. With a strong
methodological orientation, it collects, classifies, and compares the frequently used analytical modelling tech
niques, thus providing a cookbook for future research and learning efforts. We discuss key findings on optimal
capacity provision, pricing, cost recovery and subsidies, externalities, private operations, public service regu
lation, and cross-cutting subjects, such as interlinks with urban economics, political economy, and emerging
mobility technologies.

1. Introduction
Public transport, defined in this paper as high-capacity vehicle
sharing with fixed routes and schedules, is the backbone of urban
transport systems in global cities, especially in densely populated
metropolitan areas. It is unlikely that mobility will become completely
private in the near future, simply because of the inevitable traffic
congestion and the difficulties of storing individual vehicles when they
are not in use. In other words, even though technological development
may transform the appearance of public transport, the fundamental
challenge of coordinating between individual travellers who share ve
hicles of high capacity will remain. The purpose of public transport
economics is to make this coordination more efficient, ensuring optimal
resource allocation to unlock all societal benefits of mass mobility.
This work reviews more than 300 papers, including the most influ
ential contributions that shaped our understanding of the economics of
public transport over recent decades. The earliest studies date back to
the 1960s and the 1970s when advanced quantitative methods were not
available to calibrate disaggregate supply models, estimate sophisti
cated demand models, and simulate policy interventions’ impact on
large urban networks. Did public transport economics significantly
change over half a century? Interestingly, the main messages and policy

recommendations of the economists in this field are still the same. Scale
(density) economies, road pricing, substitution with underpriced car
use, socially optimal subsidies, and the peak load problem are still on the
research agenda in various forms, just like decades ago. However, the
prevalence of popular subjects does not imply that theoretical and
empirical results have achieved maximum impact on policymaking.
Despite the surrounding consensus among members of the scientific
community, the links between scale economies and subsidisation or the
limitations of public transport pricing in congestion mitigation are not
obvious in the wider transport industry, to mention only two examples.
One of the challenges of public transport economics as a sub-discipline
will emerge in knowledge dissemination and cross-fertilisation with
related disciplines and professions. We believe that a critical overview of
past research efforts is crucial in making impactful discoveries in the
future.
This paper is not the first review of public transport economics. Many
of the pioneering works in the field are reviewed in a book by Nash
(1982). Berechman (1993) and Gwilliam (2008) published extensive
reviews of the economic and policy issues surrounding public transport,
becoming leading sources of information in the context of bus and rail
deregulation. The study by Jara-Díaz and Gschwender (2003a,b) is
another major contribution in which the authors summarise earlier
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developments in the welfare-oriented optimisation of public transport
capacity. Mode-specific literature surveys on rail and bus transport were
published in the same year by Waters (2007) and Hensher (2007),
respectively. Tirachini and Hensher (2012) review the literature of
pricing in a multimodal context, where substitution between public
transport and underpriced road use is indeed a key aspect. Pricing in
public transport was also reviewed by Jara-Díaz and Gschwender (2005)
and in a book chapter by Jansson et al. (2015). Finally, there are relevant
reviews in closely related disciplines: Desaulniers and Hickman (2007)
review optimisation problems in public transport with strong orienta
tion towards operations research, Guihaire and Hao (2008) surveyed
papers on network design and scheduling, and Ibarra-Rojas et al. (2015)
presented an extensive overview of planning and control problems in
bus operations.
The present paper contributes to the literature with a comprehensive
review of the microeconomic modelling techniques in the field. In this
sense, the paper may serve as a cookbook for future analyses by re
searchers, students, and professionals. We do not explain the underlying
features and mechanisms of each method on a textbook level, but the
reader may refer to a large body of literature for such details. This
approach also reveals the evolution of methodologies from a historical
perspective. The paper primarily covers urban rail and bus travel, but
several theoretical insights can be adopted for airborne and waterborne
public transport as well. In addition, we present an outlook on emerging
modes that share certain features with public transport, including ridehailing and car-sharing.
The scope of this paper is limited to the welfare economics of optimal
policy designs in public transport. Therefore, its orientation is primarily
theoretical. The paper reviews relevant empirical findings in the context
of model calibration and ex-post policy evaluation (when applicable),
but the statistical methodology that such estimates rely on is out of our
scope. On the demand side, we discuss ways of representing consumer
behaviour in theoretical models and enlist key empirical results suitable
for model calibration. We do not cover the literature of public transport
user assignment, i.e., models of mode and route choice behaviour in
large networks. Similarly, the economic appraisal of long-run in
vestments, such as infrastructure projects, and the cost benefit analysis
(CBA) methodology are excluded from the survey. The paper’s core
subject is the optimisation of supply policies: capacity provision and
pricing. We review the evolution of analytical models of optimal fre
quency, vehicle size, and other supply variables in detail. Pricing and its
impact on the degree of self-financing are also investigated. We put
public transport supply into a wider context by considering overlaps
with the traditional literature of urban economics, industrial organisa
tion, and political economy.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 details various potential
components of a public transport model, including its demand system,
user and operator cost specifications, and how spatial and temporal
dynamics are captured. This methodology oriented review is com
plemented with a classification of the most influential models in the
literature, which are presented in the Appendix. Section 3 then turns to
the applications of analytical models to various problems of policy
optimisation. The majority of the literature considers welfare-oriented
supply, perhaps a bit too idealistically. Therefore, Sections 3.1 and 3.7
deal with alternative management objectives and the political economy
of public transport, to improve our ability to explain policy decisions in
reality. Finally, in Section 4, the review devotes attention to emerging
technologies that interact with public transport in its current form and
may reshape it in the future. Section 5 presents the study’s conclusions.

the Appendix. The tables provide a comprehensive overview of the
evolution of the literature through the comparison of the methodolog
ical toolbox of 38 key contributions in the literature.
• Demand systems are enlisted in Table A.1.
• Table A.2 classifies the papers according to the user cost components
discussed in Section 2.3 and the types of temporal and spatial dif
ferentiation (Section 2.4).
• Table A.3 details specific technological features of the models and
the operator cost functions discussed in Section 2.2.
• Table A.4 presents a range of decision variables in supply optimisa
tion models.

2.1. Demand systems

2. Designing and calibrating public transport models

The fundamental mechanism behind public transport supply de
cisions is the trade-off between the cost of operations that normally
increases with the service provider’s output, and mostly travel-timerelated costs that users bear in various parts of their journey. User
costs normally decrease in the available capacity; for instance, waiting
time decreases with service frequency. In the simplest modelling
approach, this generic tension can be analysed and optimised by (i)
assuming that demand is determined outside the model, (ii) incorpo
rating user cost as part of a social cost function, and (iii) reducing the
system optimisation problem into social cost minimisation. In this
setting demand enters the model as an exogenous parameter. Social cost
can be defined as the sum of operator and user costs, both expressed as a
function of the number of users and the capacity variables of interest (e.
g. service frequency and vehicle size; see Section 2.2.1). The outcome of
such supply optimisation is only applicable in practice if the demand
parameter determined outside the model and the optimal capacity
derived from the model are in mutual equilibrium. Social cost mini
misation leads to the unconstrained (first-best) welfare maximising ca
pacity.1 An important benefit of the parametric demand approach is that
the marginal social cost of a trip, the basis for welfare maximising
pricing (see Section 3.3), is simply the derivative of the social cost
function with respect to the demand parameter. Thus, in simple settings,
this approach enables the derivation of explicit analytical pricing rules
for a given level of equilibrium demand, which is often impossible with
more complex demand systems.
Replacing parametric demand with a direct or inverse demand
function is inevitable when the economic objective behind public
transport provision deviates from pure welfare maximisation, to, for
example, profit-oriented supply or when a second-best setting is under
investigation with pricing or technological constraints. This allows the
researcher to quantify the net benefit that consumers attain for service
usage and relate it to other elements of the objective function. The
sensitivity of demand with respect to the monetary price of travelling
determines the supplier’s ability to raise revenues by setting fares above
the marginal social cost. Demand for public transport can be expressed
as a function of generalised travel costs as well, to capture the impact of
quality attributes on ridership and consumer surplus. This approach is
standard in the general transport economics literature, and widely
applied for modelling other (isolated) transport modes (Small and Ver
hoef, 2007). As a straightforward extension of aggregate models, the
demand system can be specified to enable heterogeneity via
user-specific parameters in the individual demand function. This creates
a suitable framework for modelling price discrimination and
non-uniform pricing (see Section 3.3.3).
Mode choice (i.e., substitution between transport modes) is indeed a

This section provides an overview and a typology of the most
frequently used analytical techniques, highlighting the purpose and
basic features of recent methodological contributions. Our discussions
are supported by additional references presented in a tabular format in

1
See Daganzo (2012) for a general discussion on the conditions under which
cost minimisation leads to welfare maximising supply, and a public transport
specific application in Moccia et al. (2017).
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key aspect of many public transport-oriented analyses. In the simplest
two-mode setting, public transport and car use can be considered as
perfect substitutes. This unrealistic assumption is sometimes made for
pedagogical reasons, prescribing that mode split in equilibrium is
determined by the equality of generalised user costs in the two modes,2
but the majority of the literature follows the mechanisms of imperfect
substitution via two main paths: (i) Demand and willingness to pay can
be derived from a multivariate utility function, or (ii) a discrete choice
framework can be established. Both options imply a representative
consumer approach in which, at least on the level of predefined groups
of travellers,3 user preferences are homogeneous. Anderson et al. (1992)
revealed that the two approaches are actually equivalent under certain
conditions.
From a multivariate utility function determined by trip volumes,
inverse demand for each mode is derived as the monetary valuation of
the marginal trip’s incremental utility. The monetary transformation of
marginal trip utility is normally performed by adding a numeraire good
to the utility function with its price normalised to unity, thus expressing
the marginal utility of private income. Alternatively, one may assume a
benefit (consumer surplus or total willingness to pay function) in mon
etary terms immediately, in which case the latter transformation can be
avoided (see Section 4.5 Small and Verhoef, 2007). If the representative
utility function includes interaction terms, for example between the
consumption of public transport and car travel, then willingness to pay
for one mode will depend on demand for the other mode, thus ensuring
imperfect substitution between them. The most usual functional forms
for the underlying utility function include the constant elasticity of
substitution (CES) and quadratic specifications. The latter is especially
convenient for further analytical exercises, as it leads to linear inverse
demand functions for each mode (see e.g. Ahn, 2009). Aggregate con
sumer surplus is expressed in this model as the representative indirect
utility multiplied by the number of users. A typical shortcoming arises
when the utility functions are quasi-linear, because this assumption
eliminates the potentially important income effect when transport
expenditure constitutes a substantial share of household income (see
Chapter 3 in Jara-Díaz, 2007). Even though this assumption is required
to make Marshallian consumer surplus a suitable measure of user ben
efits, it raises concerns about model adoption in low-income countries.
Besides models of continuous demand variables, discrete choice
models are also frequently used in public transport analyses. The ma
jority of this literature follows the tradition of random utility models
(McFadden, 1973), with the heterogeneous component of utility
assumed to be type-I extreme value distributed; thus, we get logit mode
choice probabilities.4 Both representative utility approaches can be
extended to multiple levels of consumer decisions above mode choice,
including a distinction between peak and off-peak travel and long-term
commitment to car ownership, for example. Such multi-level models are
evaluated recursively: Utility associated with alternatives on higher
levels are assessed based on the expected surplus of choice situations on
lower levels. Small and Rosen (1981) derive that expected utility in the
choice situation can be transformed into the traditional monetary

measure of consumer surplus by normalising it with respect to the
marginal utility of income. With a logit specification, expected utility
boils down to the frequently used logsum formula. This convenient
property is exploited in a numerical appraisal of competing multimodal
urban transport policies by Basso and Silva (2014), Tirachini et al.
(2014b), and Hörcher and Graham (2020b), among the most recent
contributions. The practical downside of using discrete choice demand
systems, especially in their simplest multinomial logit form, is their
inflexibility during calibration; it is difficult to replicate any combina
tion of own and cross demand elasticities drawn from empirical
exercises.
As one moves from relatively simple, aggregate representations of
space towards real networks, additional discrete travel decisions have to
be considered on the demand side, including route choice. Given the
simultaneous dependency between demand and user costs on network
segments, reaching an equilibrium requires public transport assign
ment.5 Network modelling implies that the demand system has to be
disaggregated to the level of a representative user for each spatially
differentiated origin-destination market, or at least to arrival and
alighting rates at stops (Toledo et al., 2010). With advances in compu
tational power, further disaggregation is made possible. Agent-based
demand systems handle a population of synthetic travellers individu
ally. This way heterogeneous user characteristics and preferences can be
modelled very precisely. Dedicated software widely used in the aca
demic community for network-level public transport modelling include
MATSim (Horni et al., 2016), MILATRAS (Wahba and Shalaby, 2005),
and BusMezzo (Cats, 2013). In multi-agent demand systems, aggregate
behaviour is recovered from the simulation of individual decisions
during travelling. Links exist with activity based models that include
decisions before and after individual trips, thus reproducing entire daily
trip chains (Bekhor et al., 2011). This creates ground for demand pre
diction at a very high resolution at the expense of increased efforts in
data collection, parameter calibration, and the derivation of system
equilibria. Without sufficient empirical evidence in the calibration
process, disaggregate models may do more harm than good. However,
the increasing availability of high-resolution demand and flow data due
to the massification of low-cost Information and Communication Tech
nologies (mobility apps, traffic counts) eases the process of calibrating
agent-based models in large areas.
Large-scale agent-based models are rarely used in traditional eco
nomic analyses due to the lack of transparency in the relationship be
tween aggregate variables and because of the difficulties of deriving
general results from a model calibrated for a specific city or a
geographical area. However, certain elements of agent-based modelling
have the potential to be adopted in public transport economics in a more
simplified network configuration due to the inherent benefits of this
approach in reproducing demand heterogeneity. For example, MATSim
has been used to optimise bus headway and fare (Kaddoura et al., 2014,
2015).
The calibration of a demand model requires data collection from the
specific geographical area of interest for direct parameter estimation, or
the researcher may rely on measurements of demand sensitivities pub
lished in the literature. An easily applicable measure of demand sensi
tivity is its elasticity with respect to key travel attributes such as fare
level, service quality, journey time components, income and car
ownership, and price of competing modes (Oum et al., 1992). Hundreds
of elasticity estimates are available in individual studies, review articles
and meta analyses, including more recent contributions by Paulley et al.
(2006), Wardman (2012), and Wardman (2014). As an rule of thumb
and international average, Paulley et al. (2006) propose that the price
elasticity of bus demand is − 0.4 in the short run (1–2 years), − 0.56 in

2
The original Downs–Thomson paradox is one of the typical examples of
such multimodal setups governed by the equality of equilibrium user costs
(Mogridge, 1997; Basso and Jara-Díaz, 2012; Zhang et al., 2014). Note that this
approach is equivalent to Wardrop’s principles, a concept widely used for
modelling route choice in a road network where perfect substitution is indeed
much more plausible than in a two-mode problem.
3
The number of sub-groups of representative users could be increased sub
stantially with the advent of high speed computing. In the extreme case, each
household of a geographic area can be modelled as an individual decisionmaker, which leads us to the emerging literature of agent-based models of
public transport supply.
4
Exceptions include the linearisation of the logit function (Kocur and Hen
drickson, 1982) and a uniformly distributed idiosyncratic taste parameter in
Basso et al. (2011a).

5
Assignment is out of the core scope of this paper; the interested reader is
referred to a substantial body of literature reviewed by Liu et al. (2010) and
Gentile et al. (2016a).
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the medium run (5–7 years), and − 1.0 in the long run (12–15 years).
Urban rail price elasticities are − 0.3 in the short run and − 0.6 in the
long run. A meta-analysis of Holmgren (2007) finds that for U.S. cities,
short-run demand elasticities with respect to the level of service, in
come, price of petrol and car ownership are 1.05, − 0.62, 0.4 and − 1.48,
respectively. The empirical literature provides evidence of user prefer
ences for different modes within public transport, and transfers between
them in large networks (Hensher and Golob, 2008; Varela et al., 2018;
Garcia-Martinez et al., 2018).
Note, however, that demand elasticities are very context specific.
Some regularities have been identified as part of the reviews above. For
example, elasticities with respect to price are higher in rural areas than
in metropolitan regions; peak demand is less sensitive to tariffs than offpeak demand; the demand elasticity might increase with income, de
mand for leisure trips is more elastic than work or school related trips,
and larger fare deviations in the empirical setup normally lead to greater
elasticities. This implies that a careful selection of baseline elasticities is
essential for successful model calibration. Authors usually deal with less
reliable elasticity parameters by performing sensitivity analysis to assess
the degree of robustness of models to changes in such parameters. It has
to be emphasised that elasticities are not unique parameters of the de
mand model; in most cases, they vary along the demand curve consid
ered. Thus, careful calibration might not end with the reproduction of a
baseline equilibrium, but the researcher has to be confident that the
demand model remains realistic even if larger deviations in supply are
considered in the analysis. Unfortunately, the empirical results in the
literature are also point estimates around the observed equilibria, which
makes it difficult to validate numerical models along a wider range of
demand levels. In this respect, a comparative evaluation of the demand
systems reviewed earlier in the present section is an outstanding task on
the research agenda.

hourly flow of passengers. One may also distinguish the capacity of ve
hicles from line capacity. The latter comes as the product of hourly fre
quency and the capacity of vehicles. Service frequency is constrained by
a number of technological and design variables. In the case of buses
running on segregated bus lanes, bus stops generally have lower ca
pacity than signalised intersections. Therefore the number of buses
circulating is constrained by the capacity of the bus stops, which must
have sufficient space for buses to queue (Fernández and Planzer, 2002).
The throughput of bus stops is determined by the demand level and by
several engineering decisions such as (i) the number of berths and the
possibility of overtaking at bus stops, (ii) the bus length, (iii) the number
and width of bus doors, (iv) the passenger boarding policy (if boarding is
allowed only at one door or at all doors), (v) the fare collection tech
nology and (vi) the number of passengers boarding and alighting
(Gibson et al., 1989; Tirachini, 2014). On the other hand, in mixed
operations where cars interact with buses, a large car flow may congest
signalised intersections or make the access of buses to bus stops difficult;
therefore, cars may indeed heavily restrict bus flow levels and capacity.
In the case of rail systems, maximum train flow is constrained by the
minimum safety headway enabled by the signalling system.
The maximum number of passengers per vehicle is affected not only
by engineering variables, such as the number of seats and the area
provided for standing (if allowed), but also by social aspects such as the
level of occupancy that is accepted within vehicles. While no more than
3 or 4 passengers per square metre are acceptable in some countries, 6, 8
or 10 passengers per square metre are allowed in other countries,
particularly in busy metro lines (Basu and Hunt, 2012; Tirachini et al.,
2013), generating extremely uncomfortable travel conditions.
The transport economics literature uses the term capacity in a
broader context; it may cover a range of variables that capture the
technological characteristics of the public transport service. Beyond
frequency and vehicle size already mentioned in the engineering
context, this may also include the number of seats inside the vehicle, the
number and size of doors, the number of stops, and the route length. One
of the main goals of public transport economics is to develop supply
rules to optimise the capacity variables, pursuing a predefined objective.
Capacity variables will have important roles in economic models even if
demand remains below the physical capacity.
In microeconomic models of public transport, researchers often as
sume that capacity variables are responsive to marginal changes in other
model variables, such as the level of demand. In practice, the assumption
of responsiveness means that bus or train operators are able to readjust
frequency and vehicle size after marginal changes in demand. Is this
assumption realistic under any circumstances? It is only realistic (i) in
the planning phase of new services, (ii) when a large fleet of vehicles is
available for the operator so that vehicles can be quickly reassigned
between routes, or (iii) if the operator has access to a (secondary) market
for public transport vehicles where capacity can be purchased or sold
relatively quickly. Moreover, the operator might be unable to react to
any increase in demand in the short term if the peak-hour frequency of
services is already at the maximum possible, having to resort to longterm solutions (e.g., creation of new lines and infrastructure in
vestments). Bus and rail based services might differ in terms of capacity
responsiveness. As the fixed infrastructure cost of bus service expansion
is lower, and the vehicles themselves are cheaper, bus operators can
usually react more quickly to demand shifts.
The responsiveness of capacity has a significant impact on the cost
structure of public transport use. If, on the level of the intermediate
output, there is an underlying rule that determines the optimal level of
capacity in function of demand, then the incremental user will trigger a
marginal capacity adjustment and, consequently, a deviation in opera
tional and user costs as well. The incremental trip’s operating cost is
lower if capacity is fixed. Some of the user externalities are also linked to
responsive capacity. Most importantly, density economies in user costs

2.2. Transport operations6
Economic models of public transport require an adequate represen
tation of the underlying technological process. The capacity made
available for passengers, which is an intermediate output of the transport
operator, is the relevant outcome of the technological process of public
transport service provision. This phase of service provision can be
modelled with traditional microeconomic tools: Technology determines
the production function of input factors, and under standard conditions
the mix of inputs is optimised for a given level of intermediate output
(measured, e.g., in vehicle kilometres) such that the cost of production
remains minimal. Consequently, capacity as an intermediate output will
then become an important determinant of operator costs, on the one
hand, and the quality of service as perceived by the user, on the other
hand. Capacity imposes an upper bound on the quantity of the final
output, the number of passengers transported. In Section 2.2.1 we first
review the most frequently used dimensions of capacity in public
transport, and then Section 2.2.2 describes the operator cost functions
considered in the empirical and theoretical literature. Technology may
affect user costs through several ways, for instance through boarding
and alighting times, and the impact of information provision on waiting
time valuation. Thus, the present discussion has a direct link to Section
2.3, where user costs are determined by the available capacity, among
other system characteristics.
2.2.1. Public transport capacity
The engineering interpretation of public transport capacity is the
maximum number of passengers that can be transported along a route,
given the supplier’s intermediate outputs, such as service frequency and
vehicle size. In this interpretation, capacity is usually measured as the
6
Table A.3 in the Appendix classifies major contributions in the literature
according to the technological details they include.
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is how scale economies8 in transport firms are quantified. It is commonly
agreed that the spatial dimension of production is a distinctive feature of
this industry. A significant part of the literature follows Caves et al.
(1984) who define returns to density as the impact of total capacity on
average cost keeping network size constant, and propose that returns to
scale is the impact of proportional changes in traffic density and network
size (Oum and Waters, 1996; Pels and Rietveld, 2007). Another stream
in the literature, hallmarked by Jara-Díaz and Cortés (1996), Jara-Díaz
and Basso (2003), and Basso and Jara-Díaz (2006), proposes a refine
ment of this approach based on multiproduct firm theory. These studies
argue that returns to density resembles more what is normally consid
ered returns to scale for multiproduct firms; that is, the impact of
equi-proportionate changes in OD-level flows keeping the number of OD
pairs served constant, and the calculation of this metric in real appli
cations should consider the local degree of homogeneity with respect to
disaggregated flows (Jara-Díaz and Cortés, 1996). Also, the authors
propose the use of economies of spatial scope instead of economies with
respect to network size because the economies of spatial scope consider
each origin-destination (OD) pair in a network as a separate product of
the firms.9 At the intermediate level, they point out that beside the
choice of network size, measured by the number of points served, line
structure is another important decision in the production process. Cost
functions with constant line structure should be distinguished from
those with variable network layout. In summary, it is apparent from the
discussion above that crucial policy questions related to subsidisation
and deregulation can no longer be answered with the estimation of a
unique parameter of returns to scale, due to the spatial dimension of
transport activities and cost interdependencies in networks.
In terms of frequently used cost function specifications, Pels and
Rietveld (2007) split the literature into two groups: basic functional
forms, such as the Cobb-Douglas, Leontief, and CES specifications, and
more flexible alternatives, including the translog, generalised Leontief,
quadratic, and generalised McFadden specifications. The translog cost
function is indeed the most widely used specification in the literature.
However, the econometric identification methodology has advanced
since the translog specification became popular. Most studies apply
simple least-squares estimation techniques, which require that all
explanatory variables, including output and input prices, are exogenous.
This assumption is indeed questionable (Basso et al., 2011b), for
example, due to the monopsony power of large transport operators on
the labour market. Another potential source of endogeneity is that
productivity/inefficiency might be an unobserved factor of the firm’s
production function, leading to omitted variable bias in the estimation
(see Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of Anupriya et al., 2020a, for a deeper elabo
ration). Savage (1997) addressed endogeneity with an instrumental
variables approach, but the choice of instruments is a highly
context-dependent challenge that cannot be generalised for any appli
cations. In a more recent study, Anupriya et al. (2020a) applied dynamic
panel generalised method of moments estimation to control for con
founding from both observed and unobserved covariates; they found
that returns to density and network size are underestimated with
traditional econometric tools in a case study of the global metro
industry.
In urban bus and rail transport, the presence of increasing returns to
density (at a constant network size) is a consensual empirical finding
(Pels and Rietveld, 2007; Basso et al., 2011b), which makes the threat of
natural monopolies and the need for public subsidies under optimal

due to the frequency dependency of waiting time disappear if frequency
can no longer be increased on the margin (see Section 3.2), leading to
higher fares and lower subsidies in optimum (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4 for
more details of the Mohring effect). In summary, microeconomic models
of optimal capacity outputs are suitable to uncover general relationships
between variables of interest, such as demand, service frequency, and
the social cost of travelling; they do not necessarily represent the
operational regime of perfect capacity adjustment.
Capacity imposes an upper bound on ridership. By normalising
passenger flows by service frequency we see that vehicle capacity must
be relevant in this respect. The literature is divided in how vehicle ca
pacity and occupancy (vehicle load) are modelled. Some papers include
an explicit restriction on the maximum number of passengers on board,
for example, Jansson (1980), Oldfield and Bly (1988), and Basso et al.
(2011a).7 A common feature of this approach is that, in the absence of
crowding costs, the capacity constraint is always binding under cost
minimisation, because having spare capacity involves extra operator
costs without providing benefits to users. Thus, the optimal vehicle size
is directly derived as the ratio of the passenger load at the most
demanded section of a route and optimal frequency. Other authors
simply assume that the capacity constraint is never binding (this is often
the case in dynamic models; de Palma and Lindsey, 2001) or that the
operator maintains a predefined occupancy rate under varying demand
conditions (e.g., De Borger et al., 1996). The explicit capacity constraint
can be replaced with crowding dependent user cost specifications. In this
case, it is the inconvenience of crowding that keeps demand below the
physical limits of vehicle capacity (e.g. Jara-Díaz and Gschwender,
2003a,b; Pels and Verhoef, 2007). This approach can be extended with
the user cost of failed or denied boarding and queueing before boarding.
Denied boarding as an equilibrium outcome requires a dynamic model
framework that Kraus and Yoshida (2002) proposed, among others.
2.2.2. Operator cost functions
It is the researcher’s natural desire that the representation of trans
port operations in a supply-side model should be based on sound
empirical evidence. The estimation of cost functions has a long history in
transport economics, given that cost estimation is a highly relevant input
for policy evaluation. Some policy questions can be mentioned here.
First, microeconomic theory suggests that a public monopoly has to be
subsidised under optimal pricing and scale economies, that is, when the
marginal social cost of production is below its average cost. Second, in a
competitive environment, scale economies can lead to natural monop
olies in the absence of regulation, so cost functions provide key industry
structure indices in dialogues surrounding deregulation. Third, the ac
curacy of payment rules from authorities to public transport operators
depends on having reliable and transparent cost functions.
However, defining the cost function and the appropriate measures of
scale economies is not a straightforward task in case of a transport
operator. Comprehensive reviews of this subject are presented in Jara
Díaz (1982), Oum and Waters (1996), Braeutigam (1999), Jara-Díaz
(2007), Pels and Rietveld (2007), and Basso et al. (2011b). Selecting a
measure of output is a key decision point in cost function estimation.
Purely technical efficiency-oriented analyses are normally based on the
intermediate output (e.g., the vehicle, car, or seat kilometres produced).
In fact, public transport provision contracts are usually based on deliv
ering a predefined transport capacity set in this way. Some authors argue
that the final output of transport, that is, the actual passenger flows or
passenger-kilometres, reflects the ultimate economic motive behind
service provision (De Borger et al., 2002) and is the appropriate measure
of the effectiveness of the transport provider’s service offerings (Small
and Verhoef, 2007).
Another focus point where the literature is yet to achieve consensus

8
Microeconomic theory defines returns to scale as a property of production
functions, while scale economies characterise cost functions. Under standard
assumptions widely adopted in the transport economics literature, these prop
erties are interchangeable, but not necessarily under any assumptions.
9
Pels and Rietveld (2007) and Batarce (2016) acknowledged the theoretical
merits of the multiproduct approach but pointed out that its empirical appli
cation is very demanding due to the need for disaggregate output data.

7
See other papers indicated in the “vehicle capacity constraint” column of
Table A.3.
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pricing undeniable. The picture is more diverse when it comes to returns
to network size or spatial scope: The literature can be split into estimates
of neutral and positive returns to spatial coverage. In general, rail net
works are more prone to the emergence of natural monopolies due to
large fixed costs, especially when the network size is limited and,
therefore, complex interchange stations are not needed (see Anupriya
et al., 2020a, for empirical evidence from the metro industry).
Cost functions create associations between some aggregate measures
of output and the cost of operations. The theoretical foundation behind
most of the empirical work is the theory of cost-minimising firm
behaviour, that is, the combination of inputs to produce a given level of
output, subject to input prices. Surprisingly, little is utilised from what
we know about the specific supply-side considerations of public trans
port operators. In Section 3, we review how key design variables, such as
service frequency and vehicle size, are set in light of a management
objective, given the demand characteristics the firm is facing. We will
see that a given amount of aggregate output, measured in vehicle or
passenger kilometres, for example, can be produced with a wide range of
frequency and vehicle size combinations, leading to a wide range of
operator (and user) costs. Such considerations are absent from the cur
rent literature of cost function estimation. This implies that calibrating
operator cost functions for supply optimisation is not a straightforward
task either as directly applicable empirical estimates are not available
from the literature.
The literature relies on several types of operator cost specifications in
supply optimisation problems.10 Many studies assume that ridership has
a direct impact on operator costs. This makes the derivation of marginal
operator costs easy. However, it is more realistic to assume that demand
has an indirect impact on operator costs through the capacity policy
applied. That is, the direct sources of such costs are the number and size
of vehicles. The former can be represented with either the frequency of
services or the fleet size, which are equivalent if the cycle time is
exogenous. The choice of vehicle size is indeed an important decision
where the technological efficiency of larger vehicles can be exploited
and transformed into density economies. Frequency and vehicle size are
the most frequently considered determinants of operator costs. The
multiproduct nature of public transport is sometimes recognised in
supply-side models through temporal and spatial cost interactions,
which are discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.

• Waiting time: time spent waiting at a bus stop or station platform
before boarding a public transport vehicle.
• In-vehicle time: time spent aboard a vehicle while travelling towards
a destination.
• Transfers: when using more than one public transport vehicle to
perform a trip, a transfer is required, which apart from involving
walking and waiting time, is a source of inconvenience by itself due
to the disruption of the trip as perceived by the user.
• Egress time: time from the alighting of a vehicle at the final stop or
station to the actual destination of the trip.
Note that multiple types of user costs may belong to each journey
segment above, especially to the in-vehicle experience, including extra
costs due to travel discomfort, unexpected delays and travel time vari
ability. The standard assumption in the literature is that user costs in
individual trip stages are independent from each, and these costs can be
summed up to get the generalised cost of the trip. This generalised cost is
expressed in either temporal or monetary dimension. In the former case,
travel time multipliers are defined for each trip stage, in order to transform
the magnitude of inconvenience into the time loss that causes the same
disutility for the consumer. Alternatively, user costs can be expressed in
monetary units as well, by applying separate values of time for trip seg
ments. The value of time is the amount of money that a passenger is
willing to pay to reduce his/her travel time by one unit. In the majority
of analyses, these values of time are exogenous parameters estimated in
dedicated empirical exercises. As opposed to the theory of the oppor
tunity cost of pure time loss (see, e.g., Becker, 1965; DeSerpa, 1971;
Jara-Díaz, 2007), user costs associated with walking, waiting or trav
elling in crowding do not have widely accepted micro-foundations.
2.3.2. Access and egress time
Krygsman et al. (2004) described access and egress time as “the
weakest links in a public transport chain that determine the availability
and convenience of public transport”. They estimate using a compre
hensive travel-activity diary where access and egress times constitute
20%–50% of the total trip time for most multimodal trips in the
Netherlands. Brons et al. (2009) claimed that improving and expanding
access services to railway stations can substitute for improving and
expanding the rail service itself, and the former is often more
cost-effective than the latter. Krygsman et al. (2004) added that “accu
rate estimates of access and egress times are often in short supply”,
despite their huge impact on the attractiveness of public transport.
Public transport can be accessed by multiple modes of transport. It is
a legitimate question how we should distinguish public transport trips
with high access cost from multimodal trip chains in which public
transport is one element of the chain. The standard assumption in the
literature is that bus stops or rail stations are accessed on foot. In this
case, the key input variables of access cost calculation are (i) the walking
distance, and (ii) the unit cost of walk time. The walking distance is
jointly determined by the spatial distribution of trip origins and desti
nations and the location of access points for public transport. The latter
plays an important role in the optimisation of stop spacing and route
density (see Section 3.2.4). Item (ii), or the factors of the value of
walking time, is considered in a simplistic way in the literature. The
inconvenience of walking might be affected by a number of external
factors, such as the weather, as well as the quality of the built envi
ronment. In addition, the perceived security is an important factor that is
far too often neglected in relation to public transport use in all stages of a
trip, and the empirical results indicate clear gender differences in this
respect (Delbosc and Currie, 2012; Börjesson, 2012; McCarthy et al.,
2016; Ait Bihi Ouali et al., 2020).
Nevertheless, authors of supply studies normally just pick one value
of walk time estimate from the empirical literature (see e.g., Wardman,
2004; Paulley et al., 2006) to calibrate the cost of system access. One
potential reason behind this simplistic approach is the belief that
transport operators have limited control over the walking part of the

2.3. User cost functions11
Public transport does not differ from other transport modes in the
sense that certain costs of displacement are borne by the users them
selves. In elementary transport economics, it is the cost of time loss that
adds to the monetary price of travelling. In public transport, the actual
time lost when travelling inside the vehicle is just a fraction of the total
door-to-door travel time. This section reviews the most important ele
ments of supply models from a user cost perspective, including the stateof-the-art empirical estimates.
2.3.1. Trip stages and user cost components
The journey experience in public transport can be split into a number
of distinct stages. Each phase has its own duration, and the opportunity
cost of foregone time may also differ in each stage. The literature dis
tinguishes the following journey time components:
• Access time: time required to access the first stop or station where the
vehicle boarding takes place, from the trip origin.

10
Table A.3 reviews the typical operator cost specifications among key
publications.
11
Table A.2 in the Appendix classifies major contributions in the literature
according to their user cost components.
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journey experience. Indeed, rail systems with spaced stations are also
commonly accessed by motorised modes. In a wider policy context, a
more sophisticated modelling of the access experience may shed light on
an important source of seemingly exogenous shocks in demand (e.g.,
higher access costs in bad weather) and validate the claim of Brons et al.
(2009) when they stated that cost-effective access cost reduction has a
great potential in making public transport more attractive.

parts of items (i) and (ii) in our list above are eliminated if passengers
arrive to the stop or station non-randomly.
It is indeed an important research objective to determine the critical
headway where passenger behaviour transitions between random ar
rivals and timetable-based trip planning, in order to understand the
wider relationship between the value of headway and service frequency.
The critical headway is normally estimated to be between 5 and 12 min
(Fan and Machemehl, 2009; Ingvardson et al., 2018; Berggren et al.,
2019). The actual value depends on several context dependent factors.
For example, the quality of station infrastructure may shift the critical
headway upwards due to convenient waiting conditions. On the other
hand, with the advent of online vehicle location information systems
and real time travel time prediction, access to reliable information be
comes cheaper, shifting the critical headway downwards (De Borger and
Fosgerau, 2012). In this case, a reduction on the value of waiting time
savings is also achievable due to a better use of waiting time and a
reduction of anxiety caused by more reliable timetables. We observe a
tendency that more recent estimates of the threshold headway are
generally lower than in earlier studies. Through a semiparametric
regression framework Singh et al. (2020) found that the representative
passenger of the London Underground shift to non-random arrivals
above less 3 min, depending on the time of day. Nevertheless, as
Ingvardson et al. (2018) and Singh et al. (2020) documented, substantial
heterogeneity exists among passengers in terms of their trip planning
practices.
So far, we considered a direct relationship between headways and
the planned service frequencies. In fact, headways are always subject to
certain variability, which is especially prominent along bus routes that
share the right-of-way with other vehicles, through the well-known
phenomenon of bus bunching. For illustration, let us assume that we
have a service with an average frequency of 10 vehicles per hour; if
headways are regular, the average waiting time is 3 min. However, if
buses arrive in groups of two vehicles every 12 min, the average waiting
time doubles to 6 min. Therefore, for the same level of aggregate fre
quency, headway variability has doubled the average waiting time. In
reality, a number of additional factors contribute to bunching; these
factors include congestion, demand shocks, and differences in boarding
or alighting times. Osuna and Newell (1972) and Newell (1982) esti
mated average waiting time models as linear functions of the variance of
headways.13
Finally, in high-demand periods, waiting time increases due to de
nied boardings, i.e. when some passengers are unable to board a vehicle
due to overcrowding. Failed boarding lengthens the waiting time by an
additional headway. In this case, the expected bus or train waiting time
might be formulated as a function not only of frequency but also of the
occupancy factor of vehicles, defined as the ratio between the number of
passengers inside a vehicle and its total capacity (e.g., Oldfield and Bly,
1988; Cepeda et al., 2006).

2.3.3. Waiting time and scheduling delay costs
The chief driver of passenger waiting time is the headway between
vehicles, that is, the time interval between the arrival of two consecutive
vehicles at any given stop or station. Mean headway and its variability
are crucial to determine the amount of time passengers have to wait. The
literature defines service frequency as the number of vehicles providing
commercial service in any given point of a route, per unit of time. The
most common unit measure for service frequency is the hourly number
of departures. By construction, headway is the inverse of service fre
quency, that is, the duration between the arrival of two consecutive
services.
The relationship between frequency and the actual waiting time
depends on more complex behavioural assumptions. When service fre
quency is relatively high, the modeller may assume that passengers have
no chance to adjust their activities to scheduled public transport de
partures, so they arrive at the stations randomly, at a constant rate. In
this case, in theory, it is not important to define and communicate an
exact timetable of vehicle movements, because users’ scheduling
behaviour remains random anyway. If the headway between vehicles is
fixed and constant, the luckiest user’s arrival coincides with the vehi
cle’s departure, and therefore she does not encounter delay due to
waiting. By contrast, the longest waiting time under regular conditions
is the headway itself. Thus, the expected wait time is assumed to be half
of the headway in this case. With random arrivals, waiting is inconve
nient for three main reasons:
(i) The passenger loses time, which may be spent on leisure or other
productive activities.
(ii) Depending on the quality of the stop or station infrastructure,
waiting might be inconvenient due to the physical effort of
standing, weather conditions, and station crowding, among
others.
(iii) The presence of waiting time brings inevitable uncertainty
regarding the trip arrival time, which is costly for users who
might have a preferred arrival time.12
The primary behavioural impact of relatively long headways is that
the expected waiting time increases. At some point, consulting a time
table and adjusting activities prior to the trip to a planned departure may
become more attractive for passengers than enduring long waiting times
at stations. In this case, there is a waiting time cost outside stations
because departures are not at a user desired time. Without an explicit
preferred departure time pattern (see Footnote 12), the expected user
cost of activity rescheduling can also be modelled as a penalty that in
creases with the headway between vehicles (Tirachini et al., 2010b). As
passive waiting enables the passenger to undertake productive activities
or leisure, its opportunity cost is expected to be lower than the value of
active waiting time loss experienced at stops or stations. In other words,

2.3.4. In-vehicle time and crowding
In supply-side models, the duration of the in-vehicle travel time is a
critical determinant of the optimal policy outcomes. In-vehicle travel
time might be uniform or heterogeneous among passengers, depending
on the spatial layout and temporal dynamics of the model (see Section
2.4 for the related discussion). Travel times may be endogenous func
tions of the supplier’s decision variables, for example due to congestion
effects or the duration of boarding and alighting. Thus, in-vehicle travel
time functions will be key ingredients of the determination of optimal
capacity and pricing in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

12

Fosgerau (2009) and Fosgerau and Engelson (2011) derive the marginal
social cost of headway adjustment and the user cost of the resulting travel time
variance, based on standard assumptions on passengers’ scheduling prefer
ences. Schedule delay is defined as the deviation between the passenger’s
preferred departure or arrival time and the realised trip schedule. The main
consequence of the random waiting time due to the headway between services
is that the passenger cannot avoid schedule delay with certainty. The schedule
delay cost further increases if headways themselves are uncertain.

13

The bunching effect can be reduced by slowing down certain vehicles at the
expense of the in-vehicle travel time loss of passengers travelling on these ve
hicles. Optimal control algorithms for dispatching are outside the scope of this
review (see e.g., Muñoz et al., 2013; Berrebi et al., 2015; Gkiotsalitis and Van
Berkum, 2020).
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The value of in-vehicle time savings is affected by a range of nuisance
factors beyond the pure opportunity cost of lost travel time (Haywood
et al., 2017). Technological features of the vehicle, such as its seating
configuration, are natural determinants of the trip quality and thus the
value of time (Wardman and Murphy, 2015). Crowding refers to the
state of high vehicle occupancy in which users experience disutility due
to the lack of personal space and limitations in moving around inside the
vehicle. The discomfort caused by physical proximity between passen
gers on board had gained particular attention in the literature due to the
wide range of impacts that the crowding externality has on both users
and operators (see in-depth reviews by Tirachini et al., 2013; Hörcher,
2018).
Crowding cost estimation is a rapidly growing branch of the demand
modelling literature. Wardman and Whelan (2011) and Li and Hensher
(2011) reviewed the empirical evidence gathered until the early 2010s.
Since then, new contributions follow the consensual approach in which
the cost of crowding is identified as a multiplier of the value of in-vehicle
travel time, as opposed to earlier experiments with additively separable
in-vehicle time and crowding cost elements in consumer utility. Re
searchers tend to agree also in the way how vehicle occupancy rates are
measured. Dropping the previous practice of relating demand to the
vehicle’s seating capacity, recent studies measure the density of pas
sengers on a unit of in-vehicle area, to make their estimates independent
of the seat configuration. Along these lines, the literature has expanded
with new estimates based on revealed preference data (Kroes et al.,
2014; Tirachini et al., 2016; Hörcher et al., 2017), and stated preference
studies revealing heterogeneity in crowding valuations (Tirachini et al.,
2017; Yap et al., 2020) and testing non-parametric heterogeneity dis
tributions (Bansal et al., 2019). A parallel branch of the empirical
literature identifies crowding as an important determinant of passenger
satisfaction, especially for peak-hour bus services (Allen et al., 2019;
Börjesson and Rubensson, 2019).

How much of this empirical evidence is utilised in supply models?
Given that the literature is gradually moving towards more disaggregate
representations of public transport networks (see Section 3.2.4), it is
likely that the importance of transfer valuations will also increase in the
future.15 Fielbaum et al. (2018) reacted to the large variability reported
in the literature by commenting that “further research on this is badly
required”. We agree with this claim because transfer quality may affect
several economic network characteristics as well. For example, it is
likely that in dense urban rail networks, transfer costs increase with the
complexity of station infrastructure, and this may have a detrimental
effect on returns to network size.
2.3.6. Modal specificities
Even though most of the key messages of public transport economics
are not mode-specific, certain properties of the models do have to reflect
the transport technology considered. One can distinguish the bus and
rail-oriented groups of analyses in the literature. Bus-oriented models
pay more attention to various disturbances caused by interactions with
traffic and the complexity of boarding and alighting. Thus, cycle time in
most bus models is endogenously determined. Naturally, buses may
contribute to (and are usually affected by) road congestion. The net
contribution of bus usage to congestion also depends on the degree of
substitution between private car and bus demand. The delay cost of
traffic interactions opens up the room for the establishment of dedicated
bus lanes; several papers, including Basso et al. (2011a); Basso and Silva
(2014) and Börjesson et al. (2017), consider this as an explicit decision
variable in supply optimisation.
Other important features of bus transport relate to the design of
stops. The technological processes of entering and leaving the bus stop
and allowing passengers to board and alight are additional sources of
delays. First of all, the capacity of bus stop itself (in terms of the number
of vehicles they can serve simultaneously) may limit the degree of
density economies in service frequency. Second, the duration of bus
dwelling depends on the number of passengers who wish to board and
alight the vehicle in a particular stop. The relatively low investment cost
of bus stops (except for BRT stations) implies that route density and stop
spacing are more often considered as demand responsive variables in
bus models. Both of these variables affect the access cost of public
transport, that is, the time required to walk to the closest stop, and the
literature shows that similar returns to scale exist in this user cost as
what drives the Mohring effect in case of waiting time (see Section
3.2.4).
Boarding and alighting technology is among the main differences
between bus and rail operations: The number and size of doors normally
increases with the length (size) of trains. Thus, assuming that train
length is responsive, the duration of boarding and alighting may remain
independent of the representative demand level that rail services face
(Harris, 2006; Harris and Anderson, 2007). From a modelling point of
view this implies that the cycle time is also independent of demand
conditions, and therefore boarding and alighting passengers do not
impose a travel time externality on those already on board. Although
under very crowded rail operations it might happen that travel time
increases with demand, due to crowding-induced delays at stations
(Tirachini et al., 2013).
An obvious feature of densely used urban rail systems is the need for
large stations, often under ground. This adds a considerable amount of
walking time to the full price of travelling. That is, the share of waiting
and in-vehicle travelling may be lower in case of rail modes, which
implies that some of the supply-side features of public transport derived
from the cost of waiting (e.g., the Mohring effect) may be weaker than
what we find for buses. On the other hand, movements inside large

2.3.5. Transfers
Transfers are essential to exploit density economies on high capacity
arteries while maintaining connectivity in a large network. Transfers are
certainly costly for passengers, partly due to the loss of travel time, but
also because disruptions in the travel process is perceived as an incon
venience in itself. Nevertheless, transfer costs are not frequently
considered in supply models of public transport primarily because the
spatial scope of such analyses is often restricted to representative origindestination pairs or a single line.14 For the purposes of demand model
ling and especially for transit assignment, the literature delivers a series
of empirical estimates of the value of transfers. These estimates are often
split into three components: the valuations of (i) walk time during
transfers, (ii) additional wait time, and (iii) the pure inconvenience of
disrupting the continuity of a trip, often called as the transfer penalty
(see, e.g., Garcia-Martinez et al., 2018).
Currie (2005) reviewed the empirical literature and finds that the
transfer penalty depends heavily on the public transport modes
involved. The in-vehicle travel time equivalent of the penalty remains
under 15 min in studies of urban rail transfers, but it reaches the region
of 30–50 min when it comes to bus transfers. He argues that the major
force behind this result is the quality of interchange infrastructure.
Raveau et al. (2014) identified additional factors that influence the
transfer penalty in the metro networks of London and Santiago. They
show, controlling for the time loss of transferring, that the vertical dis
tance between platforms, the direction of movements and the avail
ability of escalators or elevators are significant determinants of the
transfer penalty. This hints that a fixed penalty is not necessarily a good
representation of the transfer experience; a more detailed set of walk
and wait time multipliers may capture more of what is often believed to
be a fixed user cost (Iseki and Taylor, 2009).
14

15
In an early contribution, de Jonge and Teunter (2013) showed that an
appropriate treatment of the walking phase of transfers leads to substantial
improvements in bus timetable planning.

See Section 2.4 and Table A.2 for our summary.
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stations, especially during peak periods, may generate frictions between
simultaneous users and produce externalities in economic terms. A
typical example is queueing at fare gates when entering or exiting sta
tions, which is a typical dynamic congestion problem where deadweight loss is generated without appropriate incentives.16

several potential functional forms for the waiting cost function, all
featuring an adjustment factor imposed on the average occupancy rate to
take the peakiness of demand into account. Unfortunately, these factors
are always empirically calibrated, without relating them to a more
general measure of the degree of demand imbalances. More recently,
Moccia et al. (2017) adopted a similar approach to express crowding
costs in function of the average occupancy rate.
Arguably, adding more time periods or network segments to a supply
model allows for a more transparent representation of unbalanced de
mand as well as cost interdependencies. The two most popular ap
proaches are (i) differentiating peak and off-peak regimes in the model
and (ii) defining a network with more than one line segment to represent
spatial heterogeneity; the simplest back-haul setting has two such seg
ments on a bidirectional link.18
The two-period and bidirectional setups can be extended into a
complete line (e.g., Rietveld and van Woudenberg, 2007; Tirachini et al.,
2014b), or a more general multiperiod framework with spatial and
temporal demand fluctuations and fixed capacity (Pels and Verhoef,
2007; Hörcher and Graham, 2018). For specific types of analyses, the
core direction of travel along a corridor can be defined a priori, thus
creating a link to the frequently used monocentric city model of urban
economics (e.g., Kraus, 1991; Basso and Silva, 2019). Considering that
both dimensions of the urban space come into picture when walking to
and from public transport stops or stations, the spatial density of lines
and stations can also be modelled endogenously. The majority of such
studies assume that demand is generated uniformly across a predefined
space, and the role of public transport is to connect this demand to one
point in space, i.e. an urban activity centre or larger transport hub
(Kocur and Hendrickson, 1982; Small, 2004). When the choice between
network configurations is also part of the design problem, and transfer
costs are included among user costs, then urban space is represented by a
set of nodes with the possibility of linking them multiple ways,
depending on network structure (Gschwender et al., 2016). Fielbaum
et al. (2016) proposed that typical urban forms (monocentric, poly
centric and dispersed cities) can be represented with no more than three
variables of a parametric city model. Finally, the highest granularity is
achieved with comprehensive models of the urban road and rail network
(Toledo et al., 2010), often combined with an agent-based demand
system. These grant reliability for practical applications but prevent
access to transparent analytical insights.

2.3.7. User equilibrium
Public transport models follow the mainstream transport economics
literature when the behaviour of users is described (Small and Verhoef,
2007). User equilibrium is reached when no traveller is able to attain
further personal benefits by adjusting her trip volume (on a continuous
scale) or switching to other travel alternatives (in case of discrete user
decisions, e.g., route or departure time choice). This requires that the
indifferent marginal user’s benefit from travelling equals to its personal
generalised price. Depending on the demand system considered, the
marginal user benefit can be (i) expressed as an explicit inverse demand
function or (ii) derived by the differentiation of a utility function with
respect to individual travel demand. The generalised price includes all
user cost components and monetary payments associated with the
marginal trip, all transformed and aggregated in a monetary dimension.
As in public transport models the number of user cost components can be
numerous, and, as discussed above, capacity on the supply side might
also be responsive, finding a system equilibrium numerically is often a
more challenging task compared to traditional road traffic models. Thus,
analytical solutions to the user equilibrium problem with elastic demand
are rare in the literature, but state-of-the-art computing techniques in
transit assignment enable numerical solutions even for very large net
works (Gentile et al., 2016b).
2.4. Spatial and temporal dynamics in networks17
The spatial and temporal configuration of public transport provision
determines many cost and demand interdependencies between markets
served by the multiproduct supplier. Networks are represented in
various ways in the literature. The simplest but still widely used
modelling approach is to neglect such interdependencies and reduce the
spatial and temporal pattern into a representative OD pair. This enables
the fundamental mechanisms behind supply optimisation to be analysed
in a transparent way, in many cases analytically. In an aggregate model
all demand and supply side variables have to be considered as an average
of their network-wide distribution. The cost of transparency is indeed
the averaging bias. The geographical and temporal distribution of the
production process (again, we refer back to multiproduct firm theory;
Jara-Díaz and Cortés, 1996; Basso and Jara-Díaz, 2006) and heteroge
neity in demand conditions between spatio-temporally differentiated
markets (Hörcher and Graham, 2018, 2020a) may cause significant
distortions in model outputs for a given level of average network
condition.
An intermediate solution between aggregate and fully disaggregate
modelling is the application of correction factors that capture the impact
of demand and cost interdependencies in the real network. Bly and
Oldfield (1986) provided an early example. In their aggregate model the
average waiting time cost is expressed in function of the average occu
pancy rate. However, they consider that due to spatial and temporal
demand imbalances, the capacity constraint will first become binding in
the most popular markets, increasing the probability of failed boarding
and excessive waiting. Thus, the average waiting time depends on the
distribution of occupancy rates as well. Oldfield and Bly (1988) discussed

3. Optimal supply policies
The purpose of the demand and supply side models reviewed in the
previous section is in most cases to analyse optimal public transport
provision, i.e. to optimise pricing and capacity variables with respect to
a predefined economic objective. This section covers this subject of
major policy importance via the description of potential policy objec
tives in Section 3.1, the derivation of welfare maximising capacity
(Section 3.2) and pricing (Section 3.3) rules, and their implications on
public subsidies (Section 3.4). Section 3.5 extends the scope of our
analysis to supply regulation in liberalised markets, while Sections 3.6
and 3.7 review the role of this mode in the spatial economics and po
litical economy literatures.
3.1. Policy objectives
The first step of supply optimisation is indeed to define an objective
function that the planner intends to maximise or minimise. The vast
majority of the studies we review considers either social welfare or profit
maximisation, or the second-best problem of welfare maximisation
subject to a budget restriction. These choices follow the traditions of
welfare economics, and the notion of social surplus and profits are well

16
This property can be observed in the summary of Table A.3, where we see
that rail models, as indicated in Table A.1, normally do not feature endogenous
cycle time.
17
Table A.2 in the Appendix classifies major contributions in the literature
according to the type of temporal and spatial differentiation of service provision
they analyse.
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understood in the narrow field of transport economics. However, one
might have the impression that these objectives are restrictive when it
comes to industrial practice. The policy impact of research in transport
economics is often hindered by the mere fact that the concept of social
welfare is not well understood or accepted in the policy arena. Therefore
it is a natural desire from the viewpoint of the academic community to
showcase the benefits of welfare-oriented planning with simpler per
formance metrics, or, alternatively, to come up with other objectives
that are easier to interpret for the wider public but resemble the out
comes of welfare maximisation. We return to such alternative objectives
after reviewing the more traditional and widely applied approaches of
welfare and profit maximisation.
The concept of social surplus, defined as the sum of costs and benefits
perceived by users, suppliers and third parties in society, is the driving
principle behind the literature of optimal public transport supply. Social
welfare is the sum of net user and supplier benefits, extended by further
welfare effects on other members of society, when applicable. The way
how consumer benefits are modelled is strongly dependent of the un
derlying demand specification. We saw that in the simplest case of
parametric demand, the welfare function boils down to the minimisation
of various social cost components (e.g.,the sum of user and operator
costs). Glaister (1974) introduced the framework of generalised consumer
surplus in which willingness to pay covers user expenditures in multiple
dimensions, including time and inconvenience. If demand is derived
from an underlying utility function in a representative consumer
framework, then aggregate consumer surplus is simply the product of
indirect utility in user equilibrium and the number of representative
users. Under the logit specification, consumer surplus is expressed as the
expected utility in the choice situation, measured by the logsum formula
(Small and Rosen, 1981), and normalised by the marginal utility of
money. Thus, random utility theory can be mobilised to assess the
economic efficiency of supply-side policies as well.
As soon as an appropriate demand system is established, profit
maximisation is straightforward from a modelling point of view: reve
nues can be captured as the product of demand and the prevailing fare,
and the sum of revenues and negative operator costs yield the net
financial result of service provision. Although pure profit maximisation
does provide some analytical insights, it rarely appears as the sole
objective of supply optimisation in public transport. In this industry,
monopolies are normally publicly owned or regulated, for example, if
private competition is not feasible due to the threat of emerging natural
monopolies. Financially constrained welfare maximisation turns out to
be more relevant for policy analysis. The literature shows that depend
ing on the tightness of the budget constraint, the resulting supply
behaviour may vary between unconstrained welfare maximisation and
profit maximisation. Specific second-best policy outcomes under a
financial constraint are discussed in Section 3.3.2.
Interestingly, alternative objectives beside social welfare and profit
functions were more frequently discussed in the late seventies and early
eighteens than today. Nash (1978, 1982) investigates the maximisation
of passenger miles and vehicle miles subject to a budget constraint.19
Demand and vehicle mile maximisation can be achieved with a
profit-oriented objective as well, if the monopolist receives a subsidy
after each unit of output. He shows that this subsidy equals the inverse of
the Lagrange multiplier of the budget constraint in the Lagrangian
function of passenger miles or vehicle miles maximisation. In a numer
ical exercise, Nash (1978, 1982) found that ridership maximisation
subject to a zero profit constraint is just slightly less efficient than
welfare maximisation under the same constraint. By contrast, vehicle

miles maximising supply might cause even greater harm in economic
terms than the monopolistic exploitation with profit maximisation.20
Glaister and Collings (1978) investigated ridership maximisation in
combination with various weighting schemes. Predefined weights can
be assigned to individuals or groups of users in the objective function.
They conclude that with an appropriately designed system of weights,
passenger miles maximisation can indeed converge to welfare max
imising supply. Although weighted passenger miles may sound easier to
interpret for a non-economist audience, Glaister and Collings (1978)
warned that finding the optimal weighting system requires as much
information on demand as computing the classical social welfare func
tion. Based on a separate analysis, Bös (1978) added that the max
imisation of passenger miles does not lead to unambiguous
redistribution benefits either. Frankena (1983) showed that one cannot
tell whether ridership maximisation leads to fare and frequency levels
above or below the second-best welfare optima, without knowing the
actual demand and cost functions. Moreover, he concludes that the
impact of subsidies to a firm which maximises ridership is also
ambiguous.
From the above-cited pioneers of public transport economics, we
learn that no easily interpretable objective function can replace welfare
maximisation, which may explain why the literature had subsequently
evolved along the lines of classical welfare economics. Nonetheless, this
orientation is not consensual in the public transport industry. Nash
(1978) noted more than four decades ago that the objective of
Pareto-type social welfare maximisation was “too complicated to com
mand widespread understanding and support” among industry stake
holders, and this observation may hold today equally well. Therefore,
investigating supply under alternative objective functions, in various
policy scenarios, can help the researcher understand the reasons behind
sub-optimal decisions and assess their economic consequences.
3.2. Optimal capacity provision21
The public transport economics literature has gone a long way
providing insights into optimal public transport service and capacity
levels, particularly through the development of microeconomic models
that abstract to some extent from real-life complexities, to elicit general
insights by finding both analytically and numerically the optimal value
of decision variables such as service frequency, the size of vehicles,
station or stop density and network structure.
Despite the technological complexities of advanced capacity models,
the underlying economic rationale behind optimal supply has remained
persistent over recent decades. The general rule states that capacity
should be increased as long as its marginal benefit is greater than its
marginal cost, no matter which mode and what capacity variables we
consider. Passengers normally realise benefits from higher capacity.
Depending on the exact formulation of the optimisation problem’s
objective, marginal benefits may include elements of consumer surplus
as well as reductions in user costs. On the other hand, the total operator
cost naturally increases with the service capacity provided. Thus, the
tension between benefits and costs leads to the optimisation problem at
the heart of microeconomic models of capacity. Developments in the
literature are linked in most cases to the introduction of new capacity
20
Nash (1978, 1982) considered another management objective as well:
revenue maximisation subject to a zero-profit constraint. In this case, fares are
very high, but the revenues are reinvested into excessive vehicle miles provi
sion, so that profits in the end fall to zero. Even though common-sense intuition
may suggest that this objective is less harmful than the monopolist’s, Nash finds
that under his set of parameters profit maximisation is still more desirable.
From a policy point of view, this implies that the absence of profits does not
guarantee economic efficiency, if fares are set too high.
21
Table A.4 in the Appendix classifies major contributions in the literature
according to the decision variables they consider in supply optimisation.

19

Indeed, both are realistic alternatives in the political environment in which
public transport services are provided. Vehicle miles maximisation can be
communicated as an attempts to make as much capacity available as possible
within the financial restriction, while demand maximisation seeks to make the
service attractive for as many consumers (voters) as possible.
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variables, improvements in the demand system, or restrictions in the
optimisation problem in the form of financial or technological
constraints.

condition of optimal frequency can normally be rearranged to resemble
Mohring’s original square-root formula.
3.2.2. Beyond frequency: Optimal scheduling
Beside the frequency of a public transport service, the timing of each
departure may also matter for the consumer. This leads us to the time
tabling problem. Newell (1971) investigated waiting time minimising
dispatching for a smooth distribution of exogenous passenger arrival
rates over time. It is more realistic to consider, however, that passengers
might have preferred departure and/or arrival times and perceive
schedule delay costs associated with early and late travel. Scheduling
preferences and the timetabling problem resemble the classical models
of location decisions in spatial economics, and, more generally, optimal
supply with product differentiation.22 If preferred travel times are
distributed over a closed time interval (e.g., one day), without substi
tution between days, then timetabling is equivalent to Hotelling’s line
model. By contrast, Salop’s circle model is applied when preferences
vary around the clock, the transport provider sets the time of hourly
departures, and travellers might reschedule outside a one-hour interval
as well.
Alfa and Chen (1995) studied the properties of user equilibrium in
the line model, considering bus capacity constraints and failed boarding
as well. Assuming homogeneous distribution of desired arrival times, de
Palma and Lindsey (2001) showed (with no capacity constraint) that the
optimal timetable leads to regular headways in both the line and circle
models. They derive additional analytical results with heterogeneous
schedule delay costs. In the Hotelling model, departures are more widely
spaced in this case, meaning that the first bus departs earlier and the last
bus departs later. This is a form of product differentiation aimed at ac
commodating passengers with strong aversion to schedule delay; de
Palma and Lindsey (2001) urged that neglecting heterogeneity leads to a
sub-optimal timetable and higher than optimal average user cost. Later
on, de Palma et al. (2015) introduced crowding costs and differentiated
pricing into the problem. They find that the optimal timetable is unaf
fected by crowding if scheduling preferences are homogeneous. How
ever, with a peak in the preferred arrival time pattern, the optimal train
departures are more narrowly spread around the peak, and differenti
ated pricing can further improve efficiency by diverting demand away
from the most crowded service(s). In Section 3.3, we return to the dy
namic trip scheduling framework with a review of pricing studies in
which timetables are no longer endogenous.

3.2.1. Frequency
The cradle of this body of literature was established by Mohring
(1972), who attempted to find the optimal value of the service frequency
for a single bus route. Mohring’s model is built on the trade-off between
users’ waiting time cost and the operator cost of service frequency. The
sum of these two cost components is minimised when the marginal
waiting time benefit of frequency adjustment equals its marginal oper
ator cost. Under three assumptions, this optimality condition leads to a
very simple frequency rule.
(i) The crucial assumption is that total waiting time cost must be
linear in both the number of users (Q) and the headway between
services (f − 1 ), such that it takes the form Q⋅kf − 1 , where k is a
constant that includes the value of waiting time. This condition is
satisfied with random passenger arrivals and regular headways;
see Section 2.3.3.
(ii) The operator’s cost is linear in frequency. This implies neutral
scale economies in the production of this intermediate output.
(iii) The third assumption is that frequency has no further impact on
any parts of the service provider’s objective function.
Under assumptions (i) and (ii), the marginal waiting time cost
reduction is − Q⋅kf − 2 , and the marginal operator cost is just a constant
that we denote here with ρ. After setting the sum of these two marginal
cost components equal to zero to achieve the optimum, Mohring derives
after rearrangement that the optimal frequency must be proportional to
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
the square root of demand: f = Q⋅k/ρ. This rule is often mentioned in
the literature as “Mohring’s square root principle”.
The concave dependency between demand and the optimal fre
quency has a number of highly relevant economic consequences. Most
importantly, it guarantees increasing returns to the scale of the final
output (ridership), even though in assumption (ii) the model assumes
neutral scale economies in the intermediate output. This mechanism is
often called as the Mohring effect. As demand grows, both the average
waiting time and average operator cost decrease, and therefore the
marginal social cost of public transport trips remains below the average
cost. This is a major argument supporting fares below the average
operator cost, and thus loss generating operations supported by public
subsidies. We discuss more details of the model’s pricing and cost re
covery consequences in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.
This basic optimisation approach has been subsequently enriched to
include a series of other effects that frequency may have on the tech
nological process or the user’s experience. For example, Jansson (1980)
considered that if cycle time depends on demand per vehicle through
boarding and alighting times, then frequency determines the duration of
in-vehicle time as well. Kraus (1991); Jara-Díaz and Gschwender
(2003a,b), and Tirachini et al. (2014b) included the discomfort of pas
senger crowding that increases the value of in-vehicle time savings.
Jansson (1980) and Jara-Díaz et al. (2017) considered that frequency
can be differentiated between peak and off-peak operations but the fixed
cost linked to fleet size is unaffected by off-peak demand conditions.
Tirachini and Hensher (2011) added bus congestion to the model, in the
form of queueing delays at bus stops. Leiva et al. (2010) introduced
spatial differentiation in frequency through fleet assignment strategies
such that express services can skip certain stops. Delle Site and Filippi
(1998) and Cortés et al. (2011) analysed the optimal frequency with
short-turning and deadheading. Finally, service frequency remains an
important part of capacity optimisation in combination with vehicle
size, network structure and stop spacing that are treated in the coming
sections. In all models in which waiting time appears in the objective
function and assumption (i) above is maintained, the first-order

3.2.3. Vehicle size
Vehicle size optimisation, intrinsically linked to frequency optimi
sation, becomes an important subject of public transport economics in
the 1980’s. Several studies contributed to the “minibus debate” initiated
by Walters (1982), who claimed that density economies in Mohring
(1972) and Nash (1978) mostly disappear when one allows for endog
enous bus size. Walters found that high-frequency minibus services
could outperform the ones operated with standard 55-seat urban buses,
and the gap between marginal and average social costs vanishes in the
former case, together with the justification for subsidies. In his response,
Mohring (1983) confirmed that minibus services might operate under
milder density economies. He pointed out, however, that Walters’ re
sults are mainly driven by the assumption that minibus drivers’ wage
rates can be equivalent to taxi drivers’, which is just one third of average
bus driver salary. Mohring (1983) found that even if this difference in
resource costs was achievable in a competitive minibus market, the

22
This section covers temporal product differentiation in public transport.
Variety can also be introduced in other attributes of service provision: Gronau
(2000) addressed the vehicle size problem in the framework of product dif
ferentiation. He proposes that if a market is sufficiently thick and passengers’
value of time is dispersed, then multiple parallel public transport services with
unequal vehicle size could improve efficiency.
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minimum average social cost is just marginally different from standard
bus operations. Gwilliam et al. (1985b) expressed stronger criticism,
stating that keeping the average waiting time with standard buses in
dependent of demand is “a simple error in Walters’ model”. They show,
after replacing this assumption with the waiting time set equal to half
the headway, that the optimal bus size increases with demand (as
opposed to what Walters derives). Gwilliam et al. (1985b) found that
numerical optimisation of the correct model with the parameters that
Walters (1982) used yield “something like a standard U.S. single
decker”. Debates about the optimal bus size became highly policy rele
vant in Britain, as support for bus deregulation, reviewed in Section 3.5
of this paper, was centred around the expectation that private operators
would run smaller buses more frequently (Glaister, 1986).
In the simplest static models reviewed so far, conclusions can be
drawn about the optimal vehicle size by imposing a capacity constraint
on the model, that is, assuming that the ratio of ridership and the
optimal frequency is constant.23 Jansson (1980) was the first author to
consider separate peak and off-peak operations, where the vehicle ca
pacity constraint is expected to remain binding only in the peak. He
shows analytically that frequency and waiting time becomes less
important, relative to bus size, as fewer passengers are carried outside
the critical sections and time periods of service provision. In other
words, an uneven demand pattern results in larger optimal bus size.
Oldfield and Bly (1988) returned to the single-period static model of a
representative OD-pair. On the other hand, they make advances in the
way how the average waiting time is modelled, allowing for the possi
bility of failed boarding when buses are too small and demand fluctu
ates. They investigate three waiting time assumptions:

frequency as well, compared to the original models of Mohring and
Jansson. Pels and Verhoef (2007) derived first-order conditions for the
optimal vehicle size in a more general demand system with imperfect
modal substitution multiple origin-destination pairs along a line.25
Basso et al. (2011a) introduced a feature that may be specific to bus
services: They considered that the manoeuvrability of buses depends on
their size, and define the time in motion in function of vehicle size. Still
in the context of buses, Tirachini et al. (2014b) assumed that vehicle size
as a decision variable can take four discrete values only, in correspon
dence with what is commercially available: These are the mini, stan
dard, rigid long and articulated configurations. Jara-Díaz et al. (2020)
proposed that two fleets of vehicles of different size should be used to
tackle demand fluctuations between peak and off-peak periods.
Tirachini et al. (2014b) introduced the number of seats as an addi
tional decision variable, thus making the actual capacity of vehicles
more flexible than what the four discrete bus types would imply. They
find in their numerical exercise calibrated with data from Sydney that
maximising seat supply is optimal choice when crowding emerges.
Hörcher et al. (2018b) derived an analytical rule for optimal seat pro
vision in a general framework, which suggests that lower than maximal
seat supply may be optimal under different parameters. In a rail context,
de Palma et al. (2015) keep vehicle size constant, but allow seat provi
sion to vary. They do so in a dynamic peak-period setup in which
crowding discomfort on the busiest trains can be regulated by reduced
seat provision. Indeed, reallocating space between seated and standing
users may improve passenger capacity on the busiest trains. Later on, de
Palma et al. (2017) performed the reverse analysis with fixed seat layout
and endogenous train length, testing various pricing regimes in the
dynamic peak setup. They reveal that in this specific setup, capacity
investments and efficient pricing are not substitutes for congestion re
lief, that is, capacity expansion delivers higher benefits when other
supply variables are set to social optimum.

(i) Constant average load factor, which creates a deterministic
relationship between demand, the frequency, and vehicle size.
(ii) A load factor dependent multiplier is imposed on the waiting time
function so that wait time depends on both service frequency and
the occupancy rate, because the expected cost of failed boarding
increases with vehicle occupancy.
(iii) A load-factor-dependent cost is added to the standard headway
dependent waiting time cost.

3.2.4. Route and network structure
Stop spacing, line spacing and network design determine the spatial
properties of public transport provision. Early contributions including
Mohring (1972) have already documented the key trade-offs involved in
decisions about the spatial density of services. Supply density has a
negative impact on the user cost of accessing the system (normally by
walk) and a positive one on in-vehicle travel times and various operator
costs.
In general, access time could be decomposed into access to the route,
that is roughly perpendicular to the route that the user wants to take,
plus access along the route to the stop. The former depends on the dis
tance between routes (route density) whereas the latter is given by the
distance between stops or stations (stop density). Kocur and Hen
drickson (1982) and Chang and Schonfeld (1991) modelled this
behaviour in the simplest way by assuming that demand is uniformly
distributed over space, there is a set of parallel routes uniformly sepa
rated from each other, and all are equally attractive to the users. With
this approach, the uniform distance between routes is a decision vari
able. The maximum distance that a user will walk is half of the route
spacing, and the minimum distance is zero (the origin of the trip is along
one of the routes). The average walking distance to the route is then one
quarter of the line spacing. To estimate average walking time along the
route, an analogous procedure is performed. The average walking

Oldfield and Bly (1988) were also innovative in the sense that they
calibrated their model with elastic demand. They found after calibration
that assumption (i) leads to the highest optimal vehicle size, while
assumption (ii) generates the lowest. Exogenous subsidies have a posi
tive impact on vehicle size in all three cases.
The literature reviewed so far assumes that user costs are indepen
dent of the occupancy rate, and so operators have no interest in
increasing vehicle size, unless the overall capacity constraint becomes
binding. In an empirical analysis of train lengths in the Netherlands,
Rietveld et al. (2002) found that occupancy rates are systematically
below 100%, and suggest that “future theoretical work in the field of
choice of vehicle size and frequency should pay explicit attention to
various reasons” behind it.24 Jara-Díaz and Gschwender (2003a,b) were
the first to include the dependency of the value of in-vehicle travel time
on the occupancy rate in an extension of Jansson (1980). The timing of
this development in the theoretical literature coincides with the
appearance of growing empirical evidence on the disutility of crowding,
often measured as a multiplier on the value of time (see Section 2.3.4).
Jara-Díaz and Gschwender (2003a,b) showed in a numerical exercise
that this extension has a considerable positive impact on the optimal

25

Pels and Verhoef (2007) showed that welfare and profit oriented operators
share the same vehicle size rule, in line with a more conventional result from
studies on private roads (Small and Verhoef, 2007, see Section 6.1.1). They
explain that the monopolists’ incentive to supply socially optimal vehicle size is
that any reduction in user costs through lower crowding turns into higher
revenues for the operator. However, as the monopolist charges higher fares, the
equilibrium vehicle size is unlikely to remain identical to what the welfare
oriented operator sets.

23
See a series of papers applying an explicit vehicle capacity constraint in
Table A.3.
24
This statement was not entirely correct, as the discomfort of standing
(Kraus, 1991; Hörcher et al., 2018b) as well as the probability of failed boarding
(Oldfield and Bly, 1988) could already explain why train capacities were not
fully utilised.
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Small and Verhoef, 2007) and what Section 3.3.1 covers. If technolog
ical, institutional or financial constraints prevent marginal social cost
pricing, then a constrained optimisation must be performed to derive the
second-best fares (see Section 3.3.2). Finally, Section 3.3.3 reviews the
literature of more advanced pricing schemes that diverge from linear
usage-dependent fares.

distance with uniform demand distribution and stop density turns out to
be one quarter of the stop spacing. Tirachini et al. (2010a) applied this
framework to a radial public transport network in which passengers
access radial arteries through tangential streets. Other authors assume a
limited set of possible locations for bus stops or train stations determined
by road intersections and other characteristics of the built environment
(Furth and Rahbee, 2000; Chien and Qin, 2004). Geographic Informa
tion System (GIS) tools are suitable to identify more precise walking
distances to stops and can be embedded in discrete optimisation models
of stop and station locations (see Furth et al., 2007; El-Geneidy et al.,
2010).
The relaxation of the assumptions of parallel lines and spatially ho
mogeneous demand leads to a substantially more complicated network
optimisation task. The transit route network design problem (TRNDP) has a
very populous literature in operations research. Due to the enormous
size of the solution space when hundreds of nodes can be connected with
each other in various combinations, this literature relies on heuristic
algorithms, primarily. Reviews of the relevant literature are published
by Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis (2009) and Farahani et al. (2013).
Analytical investigations of optimal line structures have had to be
limited to stylised networks. Jara-Díaz et al. (2012) considered simply
two origin-destination pairs with an overlapping line section that can be
served either with exclusive lines running in parallel or by introducing a
trunk line with larger vehicles, enforcing passengers to transfer.
Gschwender et al. (2016) extended this approach into a Y-shaped
network where the trunk line serves three OD-pairs. Jara-Díaz and
Gschwender (2003a,b), Jara-Díaz et al. (2014) as well as Jara-Díaz et al.
(2018) analyse a network of one central and several peripheral nodes,
with or without a financial constraint imposed on the operator. Fiel
baum et al. (2017) introduce a parametric city model in which typical
urban spatial structures can be reproduced by varying a small number of
parameters. In this model, Fielbaum et al. (2016) derived the conditions
under which either direct, feeder-trunk, hub and spoke and exclusive
line structures minimise social costs. Fielbaum et al. (2018) established
links with the TRNDP literature by implementing frequently used design
heuristics in the parametric city concept. Fielbaum et al. (2020) studied
the impact on (ray) scale economies of switching from one network
layout to another as demand grows, showing that user benefits can be
achieved as trip directness improves with fewer transfers in high-demand
regimes. This extensive literature shares the same methodological
foundations: demand is exogenous (parametrically defined), optimal
frequencies and vehicle sizes minimise the sum of user and operator
costs, urban spatial structure does not react to changes in transport
supply, and mode choice is neglected. Daganzo (2010) took a different
approach by considering a multimodal grid network in which he
benchmarks optimally designed bus, BRT and metro technologies. Badia
et al. (2014) adopted this analysis for the case of radial street networks.

3.3.1. First-best pricing rules
Further distinction is worth to be made between static and dynamic
(time-dependent) pricing models. We begin our discussion with the
static approach, where users’ scheduling costs are neglected, and the
objective is to maximise a time-invariant social welfare function. The
principles of marginal cost pricing for congestible road use have a long
history (see Lindsey, 2006), where it is well established that optimal
tolls should reflect the marginal external congestion cost of driving. In
the study of public transport pricing, due to the diversity in user and
operator cost components, the social cost of the marginal trip may
include several elements. The first pricing models in this mode emerge in
the 1970s, with the works of Mohring (1972), Turvey and Mohring
(1975), and Jansson (1979).
In the marginal social cost pricing paradigm, the structure and
composition of pricing rules depends on what demand dependent costs
are included in the welfare function, beyond the marginal traveller’s
personal cost. Certain marginal costs depend on ridership directly, while
others accrue due to the responsive nature of capacity. Interestingly, the
seminal model of Mohring (1972) belongs to the second group. When
capacity is responsive, so that an increase in demand triggers capacity
adjustment and thus a change in the cost borne by all other users, then it
becomes clear that the operator’s capacity policy will be a strong
determinant of the optimal pricing rule as well. Mohring (1972) showed
that under the optimal frequency rule introduced in Section 3.2.1, the
operator cost of frequency adjustment induced by the marginal trip is
equal in magnitude to the corresponding waiting time benefit enjoyed
by all users. Such indirect benefits with responsive capacity normally
point towards lower fares and lower self-financing ratios,26 as Section
3.4 discusses in more detail.
The marginal trip may generate direct user externalities as well. The
first example comes from Jansson (1980), who treated cycle time as a
ridership dependent variable due to boarding and alighting time re
quirements. In this setup it is clear that the marginal user imposes an
in-vehicle travel time externality on others. Prior to capacity adjust
ment, the marginal trip contributes to crowding, imposing an external
crowding cost in fellow travellers. This setting resembles the textbook
examples of static road congestion pricing. With responsive vehicle size
and frequency adjustment, the externality can be internalised, trans
forming the inconvenience into operational expenses, but the net social
cost of the marginal trip remains equal in magnitude to the marginal
external crowding cost (Hörcher and Graham, 2018). Capacity adjust
ment might have a series of further social cost implications beyond the
operator’s expenditure. For example, high-frequency bus services that
may slow down both cars and buses, as formally modelled by Else
(1985), Basso and Silva (2014), and Tirachini et al. (2014a), and the
capacity of a railway line may also saturate at some point (Pels and
Verhoef, 2007), to mention two examples. Such indirect effects normally
do not appear in the explicit formulae of welfare maximising pricing
rules, but they may have an indirect impact through limited capacity
adjustment and higher user costs due to crowding and failed boarding.

3.3. Welfare-oriented pricing
Setting fares in public transport is a complex managerial and political
process, where the range of conflicting objectives is probably even wider
than in capacity optimisation. Pricing reforms may happen due to
various financial, redistributional, and ideological reasons, and this re
view does not have the intention to cover all these motivations.
Following the transport economics literature, we limit our attention to
the welfare economics of pricing in public transport. In this context, the
purpose of the fare is to manage demand such that only trips with a
positive net contribution to social welfare get realised. From a more
practical point of view, optimal fares ensure that (i) resources are effi
ciently utilised when public transport capacity is scarce, (ii) the external
costs and benefits of travelling are internalised in the user’s decisions,
and (iii) sufficient revenues are generated if public funding has non-zero
marginal cost for society. These goals are achieved in certain cases by
simply setting the fare equal to the corresponding trip’s marginal social
cost. This is what the literature calls first-best pricing (Quinet, 2005;

26
Note that the terminology of “marginal cost pricing” is not precise in the
sense that the marginal trip may generate social benefits as well. The external
waiting time benefit caused by the Mohring effect is a typical example. Other
positive externalities include agglomeration benefits investigated by Hörcher
et al. (2020b) in the public transport context. Thus, in fact, the first-best policy
equates the fare with the value of the marginal trip’s contribution to social
welfare above the marginal user’s personal cost.
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The second group of first-best pricing models adopts a dynamic
approach, where users’ departure time decisions are endogenous. This
approach requires assumptions on the pattern of desired arrival times
and schedule delay valuations among passengers – assumptions wellknown from the dynamic road pricing literature (Vickrey, 1969;
Arnott et al., 1990). In the road context, the dynamic pricing problem
arises when insufficient capacity forms a bottleneck for the traffic flow.
When demand exceeds the bottleneck capacity, travellers either have to
depart earlier or later than preferred, or spend time in the queue up
stream to the bottleneck. The purpose of dynamic pricing is to substitute
queueing costs with a recyclable time-dependent payment. This way the
bottleneck capacity remains fully utilised during the peak period, and
drivers set their departure times optimally without queueing, due to the
monetary incentive. Li et al. (2020) presented a comprehensive review
of the evolution of scientific investigations of the bottleneck problem.
In public transport, queueing (failed boarding) has somewhat lower
relevance in comparison with private road use, but scheduling decisions
might remain sub-optimal without pricing incentives, because passen
gers neglect the crowding externality they impose on other users when
they set their departure time (de Palma et al., 2017). Thus,
time-dependent monetary incentives are equally relevant to achieve the
socially optimal trip scheduling pattern. Interestingly, peak-load pricing
for public transport specifically has been proposed very early by Vickrey
(1955, 1963). Kraus and Yoshida (2002) and Yoshida (2008) showed
this formally with fixed vehicle capacity and queueing delay only.
Huang et al. (2005) replaced the assumption on fixed capacity with
crowding discomfort, and Tian et al. (2007) extended the analysis to a
many-to-one network (line). Two complementary contributions, de
Palma et al. (2015) and de Palma et al. (2017), took a major step in
understanding peak-period public transport supply by jointly optimising
the number and timing of train departures, the fare schedule, and the
interior seat supply of trains with a detailed crowding cost function.
Their investigation is coupled with a welfare analysis of
time-of-day-varying pricing, showing that the welfare gain does not
depend on aggregate ridership, but the benefits of capacity expansion
are greater under this pricing regime.
Is time-dependent pricing an effective way to alter passengers’ trip
scheduling decisions? The availability of smart card data enables re
searchers to perform ex-post empirical analyses of previously imple
mented pricing policies. In a recent study, Anupriya et al. (2020b)
investigated an Early Bird Discount policy introduced in Hong Kong, in
which the service provider offered a 25% fare discount for those who
arrive at inner city commuting destinations before 8.15 in the morning.
They find that in the first two months of policy implementation, the
arrival time of regular commuters who enjoyed the discount has
decreased by only 25 s on average, while the discount generated sig
nificant induced demand in the peak shoulder. This implies that, at least
in the short run, substitution between departure time periods is much
weaker than the own price elasticity of demand, and the non-negligible
discount made little effective contribution to peak spreading.27

(iii) joint costs in service provision between different network seg
ments or time periods and limitations in capacity adjustment; and
(iv) restricted capacity adjustment.
Some of these constraints are inevitable in practical policy problems,
and therefore the role of first-best pricing rules reviewed in the previous
section is limited to providing intuitive insights and a benchmark for
second-best or other alternative policies.
The most common second-best constraint analysed is the case of
public transport competing with underpriced private road use. If cars are
underpriced, there is an excess demand on top of the welfare maximising
travel flow, therefore it might be welfare improving to reduce the public
transport fare under its first-best level in order to induce mode shift. This
second-best mechanism is recognised consistently in models that include
substitution with car use (see column 4 of Table A.1 in the Appendix).
After density economies in user and operator costs, this provides another
major theoretical support for public subsidies in industry. The optimal
subsidy increases with (1) the degree of substitution between the two
modes28 and (2) the deviation between the actual road toll and its
optimal value. From a different point of view, the introduction of effi
cient congestion pricing for cars reduces the financial pressure of public
transport because an optimal road charge decreases the optimal subsidy
(Small, 2008). In certain applications, it is more meaningful to derive
the optimal fare subsidy, that is, the gap between the first-best and
second-best fares, directly (Jackson, 1975). Jackson’s case for second
best welfare maximisation through an increase in the quality of bus
service, as opposed to a fare reduction, parallels the contributions of
Mohring (1972) and Turvey and Mohring (1975), who identify a first
best justification for bus subsidies due to the reduction in bus waiting
times if frequency is optimally adjusted as demand grows, which is
another way of speeding up bus travel.29
Second-best public transport pricing when cars are priced at average
instead of marginal cost has been analysed in the early 1970’s by
Sherman (1971) for one time period and by Glaister (1974) for two
periods. Glaister (1974) found that a second-best bus fare below mar
ginal cost is warranted not only in the peak but also in the off-peak
period even if the off-peak is assumed to be congestion-free. This is
because a low off-peak bus fare can attract peak car users and peak bus
users, which in turn decreases the peak bus fare and further attracts
some car users to public transport. Parry and Small (2009) obtained
large gains in social welfare from diverting car users into public trans
port in peak periods, whilst the first-best argument to subsidise fares due
to the reduction of users costs is larger in the off-peak.
One may criticise bi-modal models that ignore other modes beside
private car use and public transport. In many applications, nonmotorised alternatives such as walking and cycling are equally rele
vant substitutes of public transport, particularly for short trips, and thus
second-best fares may attract users who would walk or cycle otherwise
(Kerin, 1992). Tirachini and Hensher (2012) overcame this limitation by
analysing a three-mode problem with cars, public transport and a
non-motorised mode (assumed to be uncongestible). The second-best
public transport fare may indeed be overestimated or underestimated,
depending on the elasticity of substitution between each pair of the three
alternative modes.
Multimodal pricing problems are considered in a dynamic context as
well. In his analysis of the bi-modal equilibrium between private and
public transport, Tabuchi (1993) assumed a dynamic bottleneck that

3.3.2. Second-best pricing problems
First-best conditions are not met in reality due to technological
constraints and various distortions in the surrounding economy. Pure
marginal cost pricing may be constrained by
(i) the presence of an inefficiently priced substitute, in the form of an
alternative mode;
(ii) financial constraints imposed on the operator, either as an
explicit budget constraint or in the form of costly public funds;

28
Substitution is clearly a heavily context and model dependent parameter
that can be captured by demand systems based on a multivariate inverse de
mand function or a discrete choice specification (see Section 2.1).
29
Interestingly, Jackson (1975) proposed a method to determine the optimal
subsidy for bus speed improvements, instead of covering fare reductions, with
the result depending on how large the increase in operator cost is to achieve
improvements in speed.

27
Note, however, that time-dependent pricing is justified under the assump
tion of inelastic trip scheduling as well, provided that the marginal social cost of
travelling varies over time.
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arises when the flow of cars exceeds the capacity of the road (Vickrey,
1969). As demand grows it is more attractive to have a rail based
alternative competing with cars, due to economies of scale in the former
and congestion externality in the latter mode. Tabuchi’s two-mode
model has been subsequently extended by a number of researchers,
including the consideration that rail is priced at average cost instead of
marginal cost (Danielis and Marcucci, 2002), becoming second-best
pricing, and that modal choice is governed by a logit choice model
(Huang, 2002).
Returning to item (ii) in our list above, a financial restriction in a
welfare oriented objective forms another major group of second-best
pricing problems. Let us distinguish two ways in which financial re
strictions may enter supply optimisation. In the first case, the targeted
financial outcome is enforced by an explicit budget constraint, requiring
full cost recovery (zero-profit constraint) or satisfying a non-zero
financial target. In a model of demand-dependent operator costs, a
zero-profit constraint requires the fare to be set equal to the average cost
of operations. This implies lower-than-optimal ridership under scale
economies, because the sum of marginal user and operator costs is less
than the sum of the average costs (see Jara-Díaz and Gschwender, 2005).
Jara-Díaz and Gschwender (2009a,b) incorporated a budget restriction
into the derivation of optimal frequency, and show analytically that the
impact of this constraint is equivalent to a reduction of waiting and
in-vehicle travel time valuations on the user cost side.
In the alternative modelling approach, the financial result enters the
welfare function with a multiplier capturing the marginal social cost of
raising public revenues (e.g. Proost and Van Dender, 2008; Basso and
Silva, 2014; Hörcher et al., 2020b). The multiplier is often called the
marginal cost of public funds30 (MCPF, Kleven and Kreiner, 2006). The
MCPF is one plus the tax revenue premium, which measures the
dead-weight loss of distortions caused by taxation in the markets where
government revenues are raised. Empirical results show that the MCPF
varies on a wide range depending on each country’s tax system.31 In a
public transport supply model, the MCPF as an input parameter might
have a huge impact on optimal outcomes, including fares, frequencies
and the degree of subsidisation (Hörcher et al., 2020b). This implies that
general “rules of thumb” cannot be provided for crucial policy questions
such as subsidisation without considering the country of application.
Item (iii) in the list of second-best scenarios refers to joint costs be
tween spatially or temporally differentiated markets. This natural phe
nomenon is hardly avoidable when fares, frequencies, the vehicle size
and other supply variables cannot be differentiated between consecutive
sections of a public transport line, because demand conditions are likely
to differ on these markets. Rietveld and van Woudenberg (2007)
investigated in a numerical setup the relative welfare benefit of relaxing
such restrictions along a simple line serving three origin-destination
pairs on two sections. They find that frequency differentiation would
provide the highest benefit. Hörcher and Graham (2018) highlighted the
importance of the magnitude of demand imbalances between jointly
served markets. They show that a concentration of demand leads to
higher second-best vehicle size and lower frequency, as the relative
importance of crowding discomfort increases compared to waiting time.
From a pricing point of view, in the absence of demand interactions, the
optimal fare equals the marginal external crowding cost in each market.

That is, peak fares should be significantly higher than in calmer markets
(Jansson et al., 2015).
Capacity variables such as frequency and vehicle size might be
restricted by technological conditions. For example, the signalling sys
tem may impose an upper bound of train frequencies, the capacity of bus
stops sets a constraint for bus frequencies, and the dimensions of urban
buses is restricted by regulation. If, for instance, the frequency
constraint is binding, the operator has to react with a second-best
vehicle size to variations in demand (see Hörcher, 2018, Section 6.3),
and vice versa. The marginal social cost of a trips is likely to increase in
this scenario, together with the socially optimal fare.
Finally, from a behavioural point of view, empirical evidence show
that the performance of pure time-varying fares can be exceeded with a
combination of sticks and carrots, that is, negative and positive in
centives (Whelan and Johnson, 2004; Peer et al., 2016). As an example
of positive incentives, Yang and Tang (2018) proposed awarding regular
peak travellers with occasional free trips in the peak shoulders, which
achieves peak spreading in a revenue neutral way. Tang et al. (2020)
showed that the combination of regular uniform fares with an optional
fare-reward scheme is Pareto-improving.
3.3.3. Non-uniform pricing
Non-uniform or non-linear pricing refers to “structures which permit
us to vary prices not only between markets, but also between consumers
in the same market” (Brown and Sibley, 1986). The most usual form of
nonlinear pricing is the practice of quantity discounts, that is,
second-degree price discrimination between frequent and infrequent
users within a market. The simplest example is the combination of
purely usage dependent fares (often called as single tickets, pay-as-you-go
fares or one-way tickets) and subscriptions (travel passes or season tickets).
Other forms of quantity discounts include block pricing which enables a
given number of trips for a discounted price, without temporal limita
tions, and price capping, an upper bound on usage dependent spending,
normally within a day. This subject is particularly relevant for public
transport policy, given that in many cities around the world passengers
are offered a wide range of substitute tariff products. The possibility of
non-linear pricing is an interesting policy question in itself: travel passes
are particularly popular in dense urban areas of Europe and North
America, while such quantity discounts are often not available in Latin
American and in several Asian cities. In a complex tariff system, each
item might induce a different incentive mechanism for passengers, thus
affecting both demand patterns, the operator’s financial performance,
and the overall economic efficiency of service provision. Therefore, it is
surprising that the majority of research in the transport economics
literature tends to focus on optimal supply with linear usage dependent
fares only, and nonlinear pricing is vastly under-represented compared
to its policy relevance.
Non-linear pricing gains attention in general microeconomic theory
in the 1970s due to key contributions by Oi (1971), Littlechild (1975),
and Leland and Meyer (1976). Carbajo (1988) was the first to adopt
these developments for the case of public transport pricing, building on
the modelling framework of the above cited papers. He shows that the
combination of travel passes and single tickets allows for more efficient
revenue generation compared to profit maximising flat fares. The reason
is that travel passes enable the supplier to raise fares for infrequent users
without discouraging frequent travellers’ demand, for whom the sub
scription is an attractive alternative (Brown and Sibley, 1986). Even
though profit maximisation is rare in our industry, the conclusions
above imply that financially restricted public operators might also
improve efficiency with non-linear pricing.
After almost three decades of silence,32 Carbajo’s model was

30
Analytical links do exist between the two modelling approaches: the mar
ginal cost of public funds in the second approach is equivalent to the shadow
price of financial expenditures in the first one, if the exogenous financial
constraint is set optimally. This relation is illustrated numerically by Sun et al.
(2016).
31
Basso and Silva (2014) reviewed a number of empirical estimates in the
literature. The tax revenue premium ranges between 6.6% for Belgium (Proost
and Van Dender, 2008), 20% for the average African country (Auriol and
Warlters, 2012), and 30% in Sweden where distortionary tax rates are generally
very high (Sørensen, 2010; Börjesson et al., 2019).

32
In this period, nonlinear pricing related publications focused on demand
estimation, without efficiency considerations; see e.g. FitzRoy and Smith (1998,
1999), Matas (2004), García-Ferrer et al. (2006), and Gkritza et al. (2011).
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revisited by Jara-Díaz et al. (2016), who raised attention to the income
effect in the travel pass problem. If a monthly season ticket, for example,
constitutes a considerable proportion of a household’s income, then it
may shift individual demand for trips in this period; an aspect that the
Carbajo neglected. Jara-Díaz et al. (2016) derives welfare maximising
single ticket and travel pass prices with parameters from Santiago
(Chile) under a zero-profit constraint, and concludes that the lowest
eight out of ten income groups of the city should rely on passes, instead
of usage fees. Hörcher et al. (2018a) extended Carbajo’s model in
another direction. They revealed a less desirable property of travel
passes in a model that includes crowding discomfort as well. Given that
pass holders face zero fare on the margin, while their trips may generate
crowding externalities, an overconsumption threat arises. In a numerical
model they show that the operator’s financial constraint must be close to
profit maximisation to justify the introduction of this kind of nonlinear
pricing from an efficiency point of view.,3334 Hörcher and Graham
(2020b) investigated the efficiency of subscriptions in a bi-modal
setting, with underpriced private car use and endogenous car owner
ship. Using a three-level nested discrete choice demand system, they find
that the introduction of subscriptions can make infrequent public
transport users more reliant on their private cars, as they experience
increased crowding due to the increased demand by pass holders. This
implies that subscriptions induce welfare losses in both public transport
and private car usage.
To the best of our knowledge, block pricing and fare capping have
not been subjects of model-based microeconomic analyses so far. A
frequent argument supporting fare capping is that it eliminates the un
certainty of subscription purchases, as users do not have to estimate in
advance how many trips they are willing to undertake during the sub
scription’s time interval (Chalabianlou et al., 2015). With fare capping,
payments are usage dependent under the price of the corresponding
subscription, and free above that. Thus, intuitively, it is plausible that
fare capping is more efficient than a subscription, but it is unlikely that
the social cost of the marginal trip drops to zero after the daily or weekly
fare cap is reached, and this casts doubts about its superiority over pure
usage dependent pricing. As fare capping is a popular element of several
emerging policy initiatives such as Mobility as a Service (see Section 4.2),
the need for more rigorous microeconomic analyses in this area is hardly
questionable.

self-financing from (1) the degree of homogeneity of the demand a ca
pacity function of user costs, and (2) the elasticity of the cost of capacity
provision, assuming that capacity is indivisible. This rule is popular in
the road pricing literature, where standard conditions (the user cost
function is homogeneous of degree zero and capacity costs feature
constant returns to scale. de Palma and Lindsey, 2007 reviewed the
conditions that may distort full cost recovery, highlighting some of the
specific features of operational and usage costs in public transport,
including the Mohring effect. Hörcher and Graham (2018) adopted the
Cost Recovery Theorem for public transport supply by considering the
extreme cases when either waiting time or crowding discomfort is
dominant on the user cost side. As the waiting time cost function is
homogeneous of degree − 1, while crowding inconvenience depends on
the ratio of demand and capacity, these extrema lead to a self-financing
ratio of zero and one, respectively. The user cost function is no longer
homogeneous if both components are non-negligible, so the
Mohring-Harwitz formula does not hold in this case. Nevertheless, one
may infer that the optimal self-financing ratio depends on the relative
magnitude of waiting and crowding costs. Börjesson et al. (2019)
generalised this finding for waiting time and schedule delay costs on one
hand, and congestion and other negative externalities (traffic crashes,
noise, local pollution, climate gas emissions) on the other hand. They
illustrate the interplay between waiting and crowding costs and its
consequence of optimal subsidies in the context of a comparison be
tween public transport provision in small and big cities.
3.5. Private operations and public service regulation
The industrial organisation of urban public transport has been
dominated by publicly owned monopolies in many countries around the
world. Nevertheless, interactions between multiple competing service
providers or between an operator and its regulator is an increasingly
relevant subject. One reason for this is that traditional public monop
olies often face accusations of low internal efficiency compared to pri
vate firms, and therefore deregulation (competitive service provision) or
a closer quality regulation under public service contracts can be used as
policy tools to incentivise incumbent monopolies. Economic theory, and
especially the fields of industrial organisation (IO) and game theory,
provide a powerful toolbox for modelling the behaviour of the parties
involved, optimising regulatory decisions, and uncovering the impact of
earlier decisions. Under this section we focus on studies with modelling
contributions and review three related subjects that attracted increased
attention in the literature. These are (i) deregulation of the British bus
industry in the 1980s, (ii) attempts to liberalise the conventional and
high-speed passenger rail markets in the European Union since the
1990s, and (iii) contract theory behind public services, primarily in
urban bus service provision.
The British urban and regional bus industry was the first to be
opened up for competition in post-war European public transport in
dustry (Evans, 1990). This major institutional change is among the most
intensively documented ones in the transport economics literature, both
prior to and after the intervention. In a heated academic debate, Mackie
(1983), Gwilliam et al. (1985b), Beesley and Glaister (1985b), Gwilliam
et al. (1985a), and Beesley and Glaister (1985a) reacted for and against
the ongoing Government policy of on-the-road competition in local bus
transport. Gwilliam, Nash, and Mackie argued that this market might
not be contestable due to thin demand on certain routes, the advantage
of incumbents and potential cartels, and even if an oligopolistic rivalry
emerges, it is unlikely that it leads to allocative efficiency that would
require subsidies (Mohring, 1972; Else, 1985). They proposed that even
if private operators are more innovative and efficient internally, the
benefits can be captured in competitive tendering as well, without the
disbenefits of on-the-road competition. Beesley and Glaister responded
that in a moment when the industry faces a crisis due to the cut in
government subsidies, only deregulation is quick and effective enough
to avoid a rapid deterioration of service quality and patronage, and the

3.4. Cost recovery and subsidisation
The level of public transport subsidisation, or, in other words, the
degree of cost recovery with fare revenues is an often debated subject in
transport policy. There is a natural desire to develop subsidy rules that
are able to tell the optimal financial contribution from the public budget,
given the local characteristics of the public transport operator. In prin
ciple, this is not a straightforward task, because the optimal subsidy is
just a derivative of the optimal pricing and capacity setting decisions.
The previous parts of this section have illustrated that pricing and ca
pacity rules can be rather complex, especially under second-best con
ditions; thus, the derivation of practice-ready, explicit subsidy formulae
is not necessarily possible in reality. Naturally, empirical recommen
dations for the optimal subsidy in specific applications have developed
in parallel with pricing and capacity literature.
To study the fundamental mechanisms behind the optimal subsidy,
the Cost Recovery Theorem of Mohring and Harwitz (1962) is a useful
starting point. The Theorem expresses the optimal degree of
33
This finding resonates with Wang et al. (2011) who reach similar conclu
sions in the context of nonlinear road pricing with congestion externalities.
34
Hörcher et al. (2018a) found that alternative management objectives
(reviewed in Section 3.1) might explain why travel passes are widely used in
industry: Substantially higher ridership can be achieved with this form of
nonlinear pricing under a fixed budget constraint.
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institutional costs of tendering should not be underestimated.
After eight and ten years, Nash (1993) and Mackie et al. (1995),
respectively, documented that proponents of deregulation were right in
the sense that operating costs have fallen more sharply than the oppo
nents expected. However, the local bus market turned out to be imper
fectly contestable and mergers and acquisitions prevailed over direct
competition. White (1990) estimates that the net welfare effect was
positive in metropolitan areas and negative in rural parts of the country
where cost savings were more limited. The counterfactual case of Lon
don, where bus services were tendered instead of completely deregu
lated (Kennedy, 1995), shows that cost reductions could be achieved
without the loss of ridership that other parts of the UK had experienced.
The British bus experience had a substantial impact on how the ac
ademic community approached the liberalisation of passenger rail ser
vices in the EU as a whole. Full privatisation of incumbent state-owned
railway undertakings in combination with open-access competition had
weak support in this mode. Due to the natural monopoly effect of large
fixed costs, the first step towards a liberalised rail market was to separate
infrastructure provision from train operations. The second step differed
between freight and passenger service provision. In freight, on-track
competition became the predominant market structure, leading to sig
nificant internal efficiency improvements and rising market shares
(Nash, 2011). In terms of passenger services, the state of European
railway liberalisation is fragmented. The United Kingdom went on its
own path with the privatisation of the state-owned operator and the
introduction of competitive tendering on a geographical basis. In other
countries, incumbent national railways are mostly still in monopoly;
competition is in some cases introduced by tendering local and regional
services (e.g., Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden) or
allowing open access competition on the most profitable main lines (e.g.,
high-speed rail in Italy or intercity services in Austria and the Czech
Republic).
How significant is the role that economic theory plays in European
railway policy making? The area where quantitative methods are
extensively used to support policies is the estimation of cost functions
and testing for returns to density, scale and scope (see Section 2.2.2) in
railway operations. This enabled informed decision making in terms of
the restructuring of integrated railways and their separation into train
operators and infrastructure managers (Di Pietrantonio and Pelkmans,
2004). Oum and Yu (1994); Gathon and Pestieau (1995); Cantos et al.
(1999), and Cowie (2002) are among the key empirical studies pub
lished prior to the implementation of restructuring, focusing on the ef
ficiency impact of vertical separation, while Preston (1996) focuses on
horizontal separation, i.e. the optimal size of rail operations. The liter
ature documents ex-post empirical studies as well, primarily on the
impact of vertical disintegration on operating costs and productivity
(Growitsch and Wetzel, 2009; Cantos et al., 2010; Mizutani et al., 2015)
or a change in horizontal market structure on fares (Fröidh and Byström,
2013; Bergantino et al., 2015; Beria et al., 2016; Vigren, 2017). Very few
quantitative analyses go beyond cost modelling to derive more specif
ically how interactions between horizontally competing or vertically
separated firms depend on regulatory decisions. Exceptions include
Preston (2008) and Ruiz-Rúa and Palacín (2013), who modelled
on-track competition primarily by fares, which are then extended with
timetabling considerations by Broman and Eliasson (2019) in the spirit
of Evans (1987). Their simulation techniques allow the analyst to
identify both the conditions under which competition prevails and the
efficiency effects it leads to.
Competition, and in general the institutional separation of transport
operators and authorities opens up a range of research problems in terms
of the optimal contractual relationship between parties involved. The
optimal contract provides the right incentive for an operator whose

objective may differ from that of the regulator. In addition, information
asymmetries may exist between the principle and the agent as the former
has incomplete knowledge of the operator’s productivity and costreducing effort. The theory of incentives addresses the resulting
adverse selection and moral hazard between the contracting parties
(Laffont and Tirole, 1993; Iossa and Martimort, 2011). Adopting the
theory of incentives to public transport, a series of structural econo
metric analyses test the presence of inefficiencies in bus operating
contracts with data from French cities (Gagnepain et al., 2011). The
industry is characterised by two types of policies: cost-plus contracts that
allow the reimbursement of all allowed production expenses, and fix
ed-cost contracts that incentivise operators to cut costs and thus increase
the margin between a fixed subsidy and the operating loss. Calibrating a
theoretical principle-agent model, Gagnepain and Ivaldi (2002) quan
tified the operators’ inefficiency, the effort of managers, the cost of
public funds, as well as the welfare loss of actual contracts compared to
first-best policies. Gagnepain et al. (2013) moved this line of research
into a dynamic context by considering the frequency of renegotiation of
contracts between agencies and bus operators. They find that longer
contracts (increased commitment) lead to higher welfare, but operators
gain much more than the rest of society. Gagnepain and Ivaldi (2017)
uncovered additional reasons why authorities may select types of con
tracts that are disadvantageous from an aggregate efficiency point of
view. Their empirical results hint that pressure from local interest
groups (i.e., trade unions and the operator’s shareholders) as well as the
authority’s political agenda have a significant impact on the choice of
contract types.
The economic models reviewed above work with general production
functions and thus introduce a number of simplifications of public
transport technology. In fact, the contracts applied in practice cover a
much wider range of quality variables (e.g., vehicle maintenance, in
formation provision, incentives for reliable operation and the behaviour
of drivers). These dimensions of public transport supply are difficult to
dealt with in the framework of incentive theory. Gómez-Lobo and
Briones (2014) identified two main strands in the practice oriented
(mainly descriptive) literature. The first one discusses more general
aspects of market structure, competitive tendering, contract types, and
asset ownership. The second one focuses on specific details of contract
design, payment mechanisms, and the general trade-off between per
formance incentives and risk protection. Comprehensive reviews of the
field are available in Hensher (2007), Hensher and Stanley (2010), Ponti
(2011), Selviaridis and Wynstra (2015), and Hensher (2017b), among
others.
3.6. Links with the urban economy
The literature reviewed so far investigates optimal supply in a partial
equilibrium framework in which interactions between the transport
sector and other markets in the surrounding economy are neglected. Let
us now turn to general equilibrium approaches. Along the boundary
between urban economics and transport science we find a number of
research problems related to the impact of transport services on urban
spatial structure, the housing market in general, households’ choice of
location for various activities, taxation at different levels of government,
labour markets and urban productivity. The majority of these studies
limit the representation of transport services to one mode only, which is
normally (congestible) private road use. There are, however, a growing
number of papers that consider public transport as a relevant model
component, at least in a stylised way. The role of public transport is
usually of the uncongested substitute for car use, which requires public
subsidies to exploit its full potential in congestion alleviation. Our re
view suggests, however, that novelties in partial equilibrium public
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transport analysis are gradually spilling over into urban economics as
well, and the gap between these two branches of the literature narrows.
Interactions with labour markets.Parry and Bento (2001) considered
the interactions between transport and labour markets; car use is con
gestible, while public transport serves as a mode with a fixed price for
users that can be reduced by fare subsidies. They analyse revenue
recycling from congestion pricing, and find that public transport sub
sidies incentivise labour supply and reduce the dead-weight loss of la
bour taxes, but this form of revenue recycling is less efficient than
directly cutting the distortionary labour tax. Tikoudis et al. (2015)
extended this model framework with endogenous residential relocation
in a monocentric city, and allow for increasing returns in public trans
port provision with the introduction of fixed operator costs. They as
sume average cost pricing in the baseline equilibrium, which is
inefficient indeed in the presence of scale economies. Complementing
the original findings of Parry and Bento (2001), they showed that if the
fixed cost is above a threshold level, then turning revenues from
congestion pricing into fare subsidies for public transport can be more
efficient than cutting pre-existing labour taxes. Van Dender (2003)
considered two transport modes and commuting as well as
non-commuting trips. He shows that if the transport sector has no con
trol over labour taxes, then, ideally, transport prices should be differ
entiated between trip purposes to avoid substantial welfare losses due to
distortionary labour taxation.
Agglomeration economies, that is, productivity benefits from the
densification of economic activity, are another reason why incentives to
commuting can be justified. If labour supply and commuting are com
plements, then a positive externality weakens the traditional Pigouvian
argument for transport taxes that internalise negative congestion
(Arnott, 2007) or environmental externalities (Verhoef and Nijkamp,
2003). Hörcher et al. (2020b) implemented this idea in a public trans
port model specifically, where both commuting fares and the frequency
of services are endogenous. They confirm in a simulation experiment
that agglomeration economies have a positive impact on the optimal
subsidy.35
City size and urban sprawl. A series of studies, including LeRoy and
Sonstelie (1983), Sasaki (1990), and Brueckner (2005), analyse trans
port subsidies, mode selection in public investments, mode choice in
daily commuting, and their impact on city size and the intensity of urban
sprawl. Brueckner (2005) showed that subsidies have two main effects
on city size. First, as they directly reduce the cost of commuting, they
can indeed accelerate urban sprawl. On the other hand, subsidies are
usually financed by taxes that reduce households’ disposable income
and, consequently, their demand for space. Su and DeSalvo (2008)
presented empirical evidence to validate previous findings in this liter
ature, showing that the urban area contracts with public transport
subsidies and expands with a subsidy on car use.36
Endogenous location decisions. The choice of residential and working
location is a relevant determinant of urban form in an inter-regional
context as well. The key question is whether earlier findings on the
links between transport supply, labour taxes and other policy variables
hold if households are mobile in terms of residential and/or working
locations. This is particularly relevant if pre-existing labour taxes distort
such choices. Wrede (2001) showed that if both decisions are endoge
nous, then, in line with Parry and Bento (2001), it is efficient to deduct

commuting expenses from the labour tax. This result no longer holds if
residential location is flexible, but work takes place at a fixed location.
Borck and Wrede (2009) shifted the focus from labour taxes to
agglomeration economies, still in a duocentric setup in which wages are
higher in one of the cities. Commuting subsidies internalise the
agglomeration externality and shift workers to more productive regions.
Subsidies to short-distance commuting within each city also do have
benefits by recovering the first-best spatial allocation of residence,
which is otherwise biased towards a sub-optimally low population in the
productive city. However, Borck and Wrede (2009) acknowledged that
they “do not believe that differentiated commuting subsidies exist
because they are efficient”. They proposed that “possible explanations
rest on politics“. We return to the multi-regional problem in Section 3.7,
reviewing papers on the political economy of transport subsidies.
Computable general equilibrium models. Public transport as a separate
mode appears increasingly regularly in large-scale spatial computable
general equilibrium (CGE) models in which land use, labour markets,
the transport network and other sectors of the local economy are inte
grated. The spatial scope of such models can be (i) limited to a single
region, (ii) multi-regional, or (iii) focused on an urban area (Bröcker and
Mercenier, 2011). Naturally, public transport has higher relevance in
the last group of applications, and therefore it appears more often as a
separate mode. The large scale of spatial CGE models currently does not
allow for a detailed modelling of public transport specific components
such as waiting times, crowding, etc. However, a major advantage of the
CGE approach is its microfoundations, which allow for a welfare eval
uation of specific interventions, even in a spatially disaggregated
manner, and thus produce valuable outcomes for policy appraisal
(Robson et al., 2018). One example is the Regional Economy Land Use
and Transportation model of Anas and Kim (1996) and Anas and Liu
(2007) that received a public transport module in more recent appli
cations (see Anas, 2013). Also in a spatial CGE framework, Tschar
aktschiew and Hirte (2012) analysed the welfare and redistributional
effect of subsidies to public transport versus car commuting.
3.7. Political economy
Beyond more traditional welfare analyses, a growing body of liter
ature investigates the political processes shaping decisions in public
transport policy. Studies in this field are dealing with (i) intergovern
mental competition in vertical or horizontal terms, that is, the difference
between centralised and decentralised supply, (ii) deviations from the
socially optimal supply if certain groups of passengers are in a majority
within a jurisdiction, and (iii) the impact of the political outcome on
aggregate social welfare and various groups of voters, including redis
tributional effects. Heterogeneity between residents is normally recog
nised in terms of the place of residence and working location, income,
and car ownership.
When interest groups in society are separated by political (munic
ipal) boundaries, then intergovernmental competition becomes
increasingly relevant. One policy question is whether transport services
are provided centrally by a federal government, or by regional entities in
a decentralised manner. Federal service provision is generally closer to
what we consider socially optimal, but in many applications the residents
of the federation may be interested in taking control decisions on a
regional level, or delegate this task to other regions. In modelling terms,
this implies that the objective of supply optimisation changes from
aggregate social welfare to a subset of its original components, repre
senting the narrowed interest of low-level governments. The resulting
supply rules may differ in various ways from the first-best optimum.
First, a revenue generating motivation may appear in pricing, if resi
dents of other regions are also among the users of a service supplied by
one region. This is documented in the literature as a tax exporting
behaviour (Oates, 1972; De Borger and Proost, 2016), which may, in
case of public transport services under scale economies, turn into subsidy
importing (Hörcher et al., 2020a). Second, decentralised decision making

35
At the same time, Hörcher et al. (2020b) urge that mode shift (i.e. shifting
road users to public transport) has no net agglomeration effect if commuters’
contribution to urban productivity is independent of their mode choice. Thus,
in a multimodal setup, if public transport is a close substitute of exogenously
priced road use, then the impact of the agglomeration elasticity on optimal
supply is much weaker.
36
The urban economics of public transport provision has close links with the
literature of urban planning. Key contributions, such those by Cervero (1998,
2004), summarise the main messages of transit-oriented urban development.
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implies that not the full range of externalities are considered in the
objective function. In particular, externalities borne by residents of
competing regions are not internalised by local suppliers. Such spill
overs may include consumption externalities as well as costs borne by
third-parties, such as local pollution, accident risk, or positive agglom
eration benefits, etc.
The problems above are dealt with a number of early papers focusing
mostly on a congestible transport mode without specific technological
details. For example,

Borck and Wrede (2008) took a step forward in this sense by introducing
two transport modes. A general finding is that if land is owned by resi
dents, then subsidies redistribute between the two income groups;
otherwise, all residents gain from lower rents at the expense of land
owners. Group-level preferences are derived for specific residential
patterns: the paper shows that if the poor live in the centre and the rich
commute from the suburbs, for example, then public transport subsidies
hurt the rich, but supporting car commuting may benefit the poor
through lower land rents in the city centre. De Borger and Proost (2015)
returned to the two-region setup with two modes and two groups of
voters: car owners and non-car owners. This is the first political econ
omy model with a detailed specification of user costs in public transport,
including the cost of waiting, delays due to boarding and alighting, and
crowding on board. The authors focus on decentralised supply decisions
in one of the regions, optimising public transport fares, frequencies and
road tolls. The results are partly driven by tax exporting: The higher the
share of foreign users, the higher the fare and toll levels set by the local
provider. De Borger and Proost (2015) showed the general finding that
cost recovery ratios and fares are higher under a decentralised govern
ment, and this tendency strengthens with the share of non-local users.
Even though most of the theoretical studies reviewed above are
indeed motivated by the researchers’ empirical observations in the
policy sphere, robust statistical analyses with data from a larger pool of
comparable areas of application rarely support their empirically testable
hypotheses. This creates an obvious research gap for future empirical
contributions.

• De Borger et al. (2007) established the principles behind regions’
interest in differentiating the taxes imposed on local and transit
traffic along a congestible inter-regional (or inter-national) corridor,
and the way how investment in capacity is affected by their ability to
do so.
• Vandyck and Proost (2012) integrated regional transport decisions
with local labour markets, and discuss that local governments may
have an interest to attract labour force from neighbouring regions,
especially under agglomeration economies. Equivalently, less pro
ductive regions’ interest is to retain labour by increasing the price of
commuting and under-investing in infrastructure. These strategic
considerations imply departures from the optimal allocation under
decentralised supply.
• De Borger and Proost (2016) advanced the literature by modelling
the (majority) voting process on both regional and federal levels,
assuming heterogeneity in demand for a congestible transport ser
vice both within and between the regions. With this realistic repre
sentation of the political process, the superiority of federal decision
making is no longer guaranteed. In fact, if users are in majority in at
least one of the regions and transit traffic is not substantial, then
decentralised supply is more efficient than federal control.
• Proost and Sen (2006) considered competition between vertically
separated governments in the context of setting transport taxes
(cordon tolls and parking charges, in particular). They found that the
outcome of non-cooperative games is not far from the social opti
mum as the two fees are substitutes and the objective of the
higher-level government partly overlaps with the local government.

3.8. Social equity and distributional concerns
Pricing decisions in public transport not only have welfare implica
tions in absolute terms, but also distributional effects. Social equity in
transport pricing is usually a salient concern of policy makers and
elected public servants, with a larger relevance than the economic ef
ficiency of a proposed reform in several cases (Quinet, 2005), to the
point that distributional issues can be an argument not to implement
marginal cost pricing in public transport. In spite of the relevance of
social equity concerns, the distributional effects of alternative pricing
decisions are often ignored in theoretical models of optimal pricing
models, either due to methodological complexities, or because differ
ences in distributional effects are considered not so relevant. The
omission of an equity analysis might have adverse consequences for the
practical applicability of research findings in public transport
economics.
The main source of methodological complications is that full distri
butional analyses require (i) user heterogeneity in the model and (ii) a
general equilibrium approach. Note that even if a model features mul
tiple income groups, for example, there is no straightforward way in
which operating costs can be assigned to individual users of jointly
served public transport markets. There is a clear difference between the
average and marginal operating cost of a trip due to scale economies and
cost inter-dependencies (see Section 2.2.2 and Basso et al., 2011b). The
choice between the two when disaggregate subsidies are calculated is
arbitrary.37 Second, a general equilibrium approach would be necessary
to identify who is affected by, for example, an increase in the labour or
land properties tax to finance and increase the subsidy for public
transport (Dodgson and Topham, 1987; Proost et al., 2007). Dodgson
and Topham (1987) found that the existence of social benefits of fares
subsidies financed by additional taxes depends on the income elasticities
of demand for private and public transport and for the taxed good.
The equity and distributional effects of public transport pricing and
subsidy policies have been analysed in several partial equilibrium

Given that the cost structure of public transport provision differs
from what these papers consider by focusing on road congestion pri
marily, the applicability of their conclusions for the political economy of
public transport is ambiguous, a priori.
Politics behind public transport policy has received more limited
attention in the literature. Brueckner and Selod (2006) and Brueckner
(2005) investigated transport system choice from a continuum of mon
etary price and travel time combinations in an urban economy assuming
majority voting. They concluded that cities with a heterogeneous skill
and income distribution diverge from social optimum towards less
expensive but more time-consuming modes. This finding reverses with
the possibility of subsidisation: Brueckner (2005) showed that if resi
dents are unaware of the link between transport system choice and their
tax burden, then the city moves towards more expensive but faster
modes, and smaller than optimal city size, especially if the decision is
controlled by the rich group of residents. Brueckner (2005) claimed that
this can explain overinvestment in freeways at the expense of public
transport in the U.S., and he explains the compactness of European cities
with lower transport subsidies.
Borck and Wrede (2005, 2008) analysed support of two income
groups for commuting subsidies. They have a monocentric city in which
the two groups live either in the central district or in the suburbs, but
there is not political boundary between these areas. Subsidies for
commuting impact the housing rents (see Brueckner, 2005, reviewed
earlier), and thus landowners’ income. Borck and Wrede (2005) derived
the impact of subsidies on group-level welfare in function of their
equilibrium residential location and (exogenous) share among land
owners. This paper neglects modal specificities in the model, however.

37
For example, if one income group has a disproportionate share in peak
travelling, then the subsidy computed on an average cost basis underestimates
the extent to which they are supported by society.
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studies. Findings vary a great deal depending on methodology, the in
come profile of public transport users, and on which mode of transport is
included in the analysis (bus and/or rail). Basso and Silva (2014) esti
mated that bus subsidies are progressive in Santiago, similar to Matas
et al. (2020), who found that public transport subsidies (including bus
and rail) are progressive in Barcelona. Börjesson et al. (2020) estimated
that the average public transport subsidy per person is very similar for
all income groups except for the highest income quantile, concluding
that subsidies are not effective as a redistributional policy in Stockholm,
where public transport is more uniformly used across income groups
than in Barcelona and Santiago.
Many equity analyses are driven by the spatial distribution of lowand high-income households in cities. If lower income households are
predominantly located in the outskirts, they experience the longest
travel distances in public transport. This makes distance-based pricing
rules unattractive from an equity point of view, despite their superiority
in terms of economic efficiency. Due to differences in urban spatial
structure, flat fares are shown as more equalitarian in Santiago (Tizna
do-Aitken et al., 2020) and Stockholm (Rubensson et al., 2020), while
distance-based fares benefit lower income people the most in Utah, ac
cording to Farber et al. (2014). Yet a different conclusion for Barcelona
was reached by Matas et al. (2020), who found that flat and
distance-based public transport pricing structures have rather homoge
neous effects on social equity. Another relevant result regarding income
profiles and mode choice is provided by Iseki and Taylor (2010), who
estimated public transport subsidies to be regressive in Los Angeles,
because low-income short-distance passengers that mostly use buses
benefit less from the current subsidy policy than high-income long-
distance commuters that mostly use rail. The geographical distribution
of public transport users across a city, particularly regarding household
income levels, plays a key role in these contrasting results.
The equity-oriented optimisation of supply policies is an emerging
area in the literature. If public transport use is concentrated in low- and
middle-income households, social equity concerns can significantly
change the economic assessment of transport taxes and subsidies. Using
Santiago data, the bimodal bus-car model of Tirachini and Proost (2021)
shows that a welfare improving reform would increase the car cost and
reduce the bus fare in peak periods, and would reduce the car cost and
increase the bus fare in off-peak periods. However, the existence of
distributional concerns operationalised through an income inequality
aversion parameter (following Mayeres, 2001) implies that having lower
bus fares and higher car cost in both peak and off-peak periods increases
social welfare.
All in all, no rule can be considered as generally applicable to all
cities: the equity effect of a given public transport pricing structure is
highly dependent on the local social context and land use policy.
Redistributional results averaged across income groups or geographical
locations can hide important insights (e.g., low-income households
living in the city centre receive a different level of public transport
subsidy from those living in the outskirts). Such local discrepancies
support the use of fine-grained spatial models for the social equity
analysis of public transport pricing and subsidies, which are becoming
increasingly more used due to the greater availability of big data on triplevel public transport use.

schedules and routes can be made more flexible and adaptive to external
conditions. Section 4.2 discusses new contributions at the boundary
between public transport and emerging modes of the sharing economy
paradigm. Section 4.3 reviews the most recent literature of automated
public transport.
4.1. Demand-responsive public transport
In order to exploit economies of scale in high-capacity vehicles,
traditional public transport technology is based on fixed routes, sta
tions/stops, and predetermined timetables or service frequencies. We
saw earlier in Section 3 that in the presence of spatially and temporally
fluctuating demand conditions, such technological constraints imply
efficiency losses, meaning that service frequencies and vehicle capacities
can never match the their first-best optimal in all markets served. It is a
natural desire to relax some of the constrained technological features of
public transport, thus making it more adaptive to changing demand
conditions.
Flexible transport services (FTS) or demand-responsive transport
(DRT) allow for flexibility in either the routing of shared vehicles, or the
timing of departures including the regularity of service provision, or the
locations where passengers can board and alight, or the size of vehicles,
or any combinations of these flexible features. As we reduce the number
of predetermined supply variables, the boundaries between public
transport and what we call taxi, ride-hailing or shared ride-hailing be
comes more obscure. The generic trade-off as we move along this scale is
between the returns to scale in the number of travellers sharing the same
vehicle at the same time, and the convenience and speed of displacement
when the shared vehicle’s trajectory does not need to be adjusted to the
personal needs of many users. Thus, the optimal balance between
vehicle size and flexibility requires important policy decisions
(addressed by Li and Quadrifoglio, 2010 and Navidi et al., 2018, among
others), where the spatial density of demand has a key role (Quad
rifoglio and Li, 2009) as well as observed traffic and congestion levels.
Some economic characteristics remain persistent in the entire range
between public transport and taxis, however. One of them is the pres
ence of economies in the spatial density of the shared vehicles of a given
mode, affecting the user cost of accessing the system (i.e., walking and
waiting times), which in most cases is directly related to the intensity of
use (see the links between Mohring, 1972 and Arnott, 1996).
The dial-a-ride problem and its evolution. The optimisation of flexible
transport supply is a challenging task from a methodological point of
view. The dial-a-ride problem (DARP) in operations research covers
various optimisation techniques for the derivation of supply in a general
FTS, focusing primarily on capacity, route planning and timetabling.
The aim in DARP is “to plan a set of minimum cost vehicle routes”
capable of accommodating trip requests between a set of origins and
destinations, under a set of additional constraints, e.g. in terms of trip
timing. Cordeau and Laporte (2007), Molenbruch et al. (2017), and Ho
et al. (2018) provided in-depth reviews of the field. Pricing of DRT
services is much less intensively discussed in the literature, possibly due
to its methodological challenges: in a spatially disaggregated demand
system, straightforward pricing rules cannot be derived analytically. In
addition, in most of the DRT applications demand density is very low,
demand on a given origin-destination pair might have to be reduced to
the binary decision of a single potential user. The above cited operations
research literature normally considers exogenous demand and a cost
minimising objective. There are exceptions, however: Amirgholy and
Gonzales (2016) presented a queueing model of dynamic DRT demand
in which pricing tools are used to regulate the temporal distribution of
requests.
Frequent applications of the dial-a-ride problem include special

4. Emerging technologies and related policies
We devote a separate section in this review to provide an overview of
new technological solutions and their economic properties. New tech
nologies affect the operational process of public transport provision as
well as the user experience and demand levels. The first subsection of
this subject deals with innovative ways in which traditionally fixed
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transport services (STS) for the elderly or disabled (Brake et al., 2007;
Nelson et al., 2010), paratransit, internal transport services within air
ports (Reinhardt et al., 2013) or hospitals (Beaudry et al., 2010), and
public transport in low demand periods (Mulley and Nelson, 2009),
notably night services (Parragh et al., 2015) or rural mobility (e.g.,
Garaix et al., 2011).
Developments in information and communication technologies (ICT)
open up the possibilities of smaller adjustments of traditional scheduled
public transport, depending on demand variations. Semi-flexible services
or demand adaptive systems (DAS) feature demand dependent adjustment
capabilities in one or several planning dimensions (Malucelli et al.,
1999; Nourbakhsh and Ouyang, 2012). Koffman (2004) and Potts et al.
(2010) combined line segments with predetermined route and stop lo
cations with another part of the line remaining flexible in these di
mensions. This approach can be generalised by allowing any part of the
line to be adjusted to demand shocks. Inspired by Koffman (2004) and
Potts et al. (2010), Errico et al. (2013) presented a unifying model
framework for semi-flexible services, which combines the advantages of
regularity in scheduled public transport with the possibility of more
personalised service provision, at the cost of additional stops or detours
along a partially pre-planned line. However, little is known about the
economic consequences of adding flexibility to traditional public
transport, as the literature reviewed by Errico et al. (2013) focused on
solution methods for capacity optimisation and scheduling.
Integrating scheduled and demand-responsive services. Integration be
tween scheduled, fix-route public transport and demand responsive
feeder services is also gaining increased attention in the literature. In the
Integrated-DAR (Integrated dial-a-ride, or IDAR) version of the dial-aride problem many users share the same trip origin or destination (the
closest public transport station), and trip timing is also important to
offer smooth transfers to scheduled services (Kim and Schonfeld, 2014).
This implies that demand is clustered temporally as well, thus improving
the efficiency of vehicle sharing. Often cited methodological contribu
tions in the literature are Hickman and Blume (2001) and Häll et al.
(2009).

The success of sharing economy (and partly its competitive threat to
existing modes) has inspired a new wave of technological innovations
and policy initiatives. Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is one of the most
influential concepts aiming at an improved integration of all shared and
public transport modes. MaaS has no consensual definition in the liter
ature; it has to be defined as a collection of transport policies instead of
an individual mode of transport. MaaS policies promote multimodality
with a mix of traditional transport modes and sharing economy, building
heavily on online communication technologies in travel information
provision as well as pricing. The concept has the potential of becoming
an alternative for individual car ownership. Early publications,
including Aapaoja et al. (2017), Hensher (2017a), Smith et al. (2018)
and Sochor et al. (2018), cite partial empirical evidence in support of
this proposition, showing that MaaS products are perceived positively
by car owners in stated preference experiments. The MaaS concept has a
strong institutional dimension as well. It proposes that a central agency,
the MaaS provider should play the coordinator’s role by collecting the
service offers of the operators of various modes and presenting them as a
unified menu of service for passengers.38
Another innovative feature of MaaS is the integration of the tariff
systems of incumbent service providers into bundles or mobility packages
of travel permits, reformulated as multimodal subscriptions (Matyas and
Kamargianni, 2018; Mulley et al., 2018; Guidon et al., 2020). The
impact of MaaS tariff products on travel demand is estimated in various
choice experiments by Wong et al. (2018); Matyas and Kamargianni
(2018); Caiati et al. (2020); Guidon et al. (2020), and Ho et al. (2020).
Hörcher and Graham (2020b) showed that even though multimodal
passes are effective in price discrimination and revenue generation, their
welfare effect might be detrimental in the presence of crowding and
congestion externalities.39 They propose that disaggregate (spatially and
temporally differentiated) pricing serve the general societal goals of
MaaS more effectively. We observe growing interest around MaaS
among industry stakeholders as well as researchers. However, most of
the MaaS proposals are not supported with solid theoretical and
empirical evidence, and therefore we see substantial room for future
contributions in this field.

4.2. Sharing economy and mobility as a service

4.3. Automated public transport

Over the past decade, technological development, particularly the
mass adoption of low-cost information and communication technolo
gies, has unlocked a series of new ways of sharing small-sized urban
transport vehicles. Sharing offers the convenience of individual travel
without the need of vehicle ownership, and thus a greater flexibility in
the use of cars or bicycles, for example, in daily trip chains. Car sharing
and ride hailing became a substitute of private car use and taxi travel,
primarily due to the capital and labour cost savings they provide, and
the efficiency gains provided by real-time driver-customer matching
algorithms. From the viewpoint of public transport, the success of
sharing economy raises two highly relevant policy questions: (i) whether
the new modes are substitutes or complements of traditional public
transport, and (ii) whether the public transport industry could adopt
some of the emerging technologies to improve its own efficiency, and
thus strengthen complementary demand effects against substitution.
Recent contributions in the literature address question (i) with
empirical tools. They all agree in that the impact on public transport is
very context dependent; in areas with poor accessibility, substitution
tends to be stronger, while frequent public transport services may
benefit from new solutions that play a feeder role. A synthesis of these
empirical studies is provided by Tirachini (2020). Hall et al. (2018)
estimated the causal effect of ride hailing on public transport ridership
in a difference-in-differences setup, using the fact the major service
provider entered the market in various cities gradually, and with
different intensity. They find that in the average US city, ride hailing
increased ridership by 5%, and due to heterogeneity in causal effects,
smaller cities with relatively larger transit agencies might have experi
enced degrading patronage.

The automation of road vehicles is expected to have profound impact
on mobility, including the future of public transport. Driverless trains
are already widely adopted in urban metros and suburban train services,
where the physical constraint in the rail-wheel contact and the segre
gation of railway infrastructure make automation a feasible task at the
current phase of technological development. Automation enables even
more promising prospects for bus services, as in this mode, the driver’s
wage constitutes a very significant fraction of the total operating cost
(larger than in the case of rail services), in the range between 40% and
70% in developed economies such as Sweden, Australia and Singapore
(Jansson, 1980; Ongel et al., 2019; Tirachini and Antoniou, 2020) and
around 30% in developing countries such as Chile (Tirachini and
Antoniou, 2020). Even though little is known about the capital cost of
automated bus operations when automation technology becomes
mature enough, and the reaction of demand is also unknown beside the
lessons learnt from small-scale pilot projects (see, e.g., Ainsalu et al.,
2018), some early contributions already do provide guidance in terms of
the potential economic impacts of automated public transport.
Wadud (2017), Bösch et al. (2018) and Ongel et al. (2019) estimated
38
Several elements of the MaaS concept reflect earlier propositions of trans
port policy. For example, Nelson et al. (2010) proposed a Flexible Agency for
Collective Mobility Services as “an organisation structure and business model” for
flexible transport services, several years before the debut of the MaaS concept.
39
See a more detailed discussion on non-linear pricing aspects in Section 3.3.3
of the present paper.
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the operator cost savings that taxi and bus automation would imply and
showed that the cost reduction might be very substantial. Wadud (2017)
finds that 60 percent of bus drivers’ current wage expenditure could be
saved in the UK; Bösch et al. (2018) claimed that the cost of taxi trips
could drop by not less than 85% in Zurich, while Ongel et al. (2019)
estimated a 70% reduction in the cost of operating 6 m long shuttle buses
in Singapore. Four recent studies go beyond the operator’s viewpoint,
analysing how automation affects user well-being. Abe (2019) identified
the impacts on the in-vehicle travel time of passengers of automated
taxis and buses in Japan. Tirachini and Antoniou (2020) showed that
within a frontier of driver cost reduction and running speed limitation,
the optimal size of automated buses might be smaller than traditional
ones, allowing for higher frequency and less waiting time on average.
They show that after the disappearance of the fixed cost of drivers, the
degree of density economies in bus operations becomes milder, and
therefore cost recovery should improve under optimal pricing, thus
reducing the need for public subsidies. Zhang et al. (2019) found that
semi-automated buses capable of automatic platooning can deliver
partial savings, especially on interurban lines where the distance be
tween stops is relatively high and demand is sparser. Finally, Fielbaum
(2019) put this new technology into a network context, and shows using
a general urban spatial structure that automation might lead to more
direct routes compared to the feeder-trunk system that characterises
many current bus operations.
The story of automated public transport is not expected to end here.
Key questions are (i) how congestion technology will evolve with
automated vehicles, (ii) how automated vehicles will interact with other
travellers including pedestrians and cyclists, and (iii) if passengers are
going to accept boarding driverless buses. Without substantial im
provements in car following capabilities, the prediction of higher fre
quency and smaller bus size is hardly plausible in dense urban areas. On
the other hand, automated control might enable operators for example
to improve headway regularity more effectively, thus eliminating the
adverse effects of bus bunching at high frequency. The spread of flexible,
semi-flexible and demand adaptive operating strategies, reviewed in
Section 4.1, may also be facilitated by automation and the fact that
entire fleets could be controlled by one routing and scheduling algo
rithm. As soon as the technological details of feasible mass-produced
automating solutions unfold in the future, a lot more will be learnt
about their economic properties as well.

crowding externalities, network-level spillovers, the marginal cost of
public funds and potential agglomeration economies.
Within the sphere of the studies that investigate public transport in
isolation, we see a tendency that models of the representative OD pair are
getting replaced with line- or even network-level representations in
which operational and demand characteristics can be treated in a
disaggregate manner. The dilemma of the balance between analytical
transparency and practical applicability will remain with us in the future,
but it is important to leverage on the availability of computing power and
adopt theoretical models in large-scale quantitative simulators as well.
Modelling interactions with substitute and complementary modes
will remain high on the research agenda. The literature features a range
of microeconomic methods to replicate modal substitution (see our
summaries in Section 2.1 and Table A.1). We see room for unifying
research efforts to better understand how these demand systems perform
in reproducing what we observe in reality. Quantitative studies rarely
perform sensitivity checks with respect to model selection, and as sim
ulations diverge from currently observed demand levels and elasticities,
the reliability of model predictions fade considerably. In terms of appli
cations, substitution between car use and public transport was the top hit
in the literature in recent decades. However, this focus may shift in the
future to interactions with shared modes and personal mobility, against
which the superiority of public transport in terms of negative external
ities is no longer trivial, and substitution effects may also be stronger.
At the same time, one cannot be fully satisfied with the impact that
the literature of public transport economics has on practical decision
making. Theoretically, this mode is easy to regulate, as the sector is
mostly characterised by public monopolies. Still, we rarely see that de
cisions are made according to the abstract benchmark of the max
imisation of economic welfare. A better understanding of political
processes behind transport policies is inevitable to bringing research
findings closer to social acceptance and actual implementation.
This paper is completed in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic,
when the global public transport industry is experiencing an unprece
dented shock, tremendous loss in demand, and severe financial diffi
culties.40 Some commentators express doubts about the future of public
transport. Our position is that public transport cannot be replaced by
alternative motorised transport modes — especially not in densely
populated urban areas — due to the space-hungry nature of all available
alternatives, and especially not when the public health crisis leaves a large
fraction of society in poverty. However, if the threat of infectious diseases
becomes permanent in a globalised world, our prognosis is that demand
management and efficient resource allocation, which are the key subjects
of public transport economics, will become more relevant than ever.

5. Conclusions
This paper reviews more than 300 of the most influential studies on
public transport economics. In terms of the methodologies they were
built on, we conclude that our field follows and oftentimes even forms
the state-of-the-art of the general economics literature. The list of the
most frequently investigated subjects is dominated by the optimisation
of pricing and subsidy policies, where scale economies in user and
operator costs and substitution with underpriced private car use are the
leading mechanisms behind incomplete self-financing in social opti
mum. We see a number of directions in which the literature shows
ongoing development and where more research would be needed to
achieve stronger impact in policy making.
We believe that the discussions and debates on optimal subsidies are
by far not over. In the late 20th century this subject was relevant because,
at the pinnacle of private car use, public transport needed theoretical
support to justify that some level of subsidisation is not distortionary in a
competitive intermodal transport market. Today we observe the opposite
tendency as well: Economists also have to justify that some sort of pricing
is still needed to ensure the efficient use of resources allocated to public
transport provision even if this mode is perceived as more sustainable
than private car use. The ideologies of “zero subsidy” and “zero fare” are
both present in today’s global transport policy, with their relative power
varying widely between continents and countries. Relatively new and
sometimes off-setting factors of the optimal subsidy now include
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(2020), the disaggregate demand data of metro operators by the Transport
Strategy Centre (2020), and a review of public transport specific epidemio
logical findings by Hörcher et al. (2020c).
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Appendix
A Literature Overview

Table A.1
Travel modes and the demand system
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Oldfield and Bly
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Demand Systems
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details
mode
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demand

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

Inverse/
direct
demand
function

✓

Benefit
function
of trip
volumes

Discrete
choice
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demand

Endogenous
departure
time

Utility
from
leisure &
consume

Endogenous
location
choices
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economic
effects

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
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✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓
✓
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✓

✓
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✓

✓
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✓
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✓

✓

✓
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Table A.1 (continued )
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Basso and
Jara-Díaz
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Basso and Silva
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Tirachini et al.
(2014b)
Tirachini (2014)
De Borger and
Proost (2015)
de Palma et al.
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Fielbaum et al.
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Gschwender
et al. (2016)
Börjesson et al.
(2017)
de Palma et al.
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Hörcher and
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Hörcher et al.
(2020b)
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details
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Inverse/
direct
demand
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function
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volumes
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choice
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demand
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from
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Endogenous
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effects

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
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✓

✓
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✓
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✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓

✓

Time
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Invehicle
travel
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✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Invehicle
crowding
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crowding

Denied
boarding

Information
collection

Transfer
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Peak
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& offpeak
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Spatial Layout
Multiperiod
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✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Urban
space
with
uniform
demand

Monocentric
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Network
with
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✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
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✓
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✓

Line with
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sections

✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓

✓
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✓
✓
✓

✓
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✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓

✓
✓
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓
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✓
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✓
✓
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✓
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✓
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Tech. details
Vehicle size
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✓
✓
✓

Fleet size
dependent
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infrastructure
cost

Temporal cost
interactions

Spatial cost
interactions

Costly public
funds (MCPF)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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cycle time

Interaction with
congestion

Vehicle capacity
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Bus stop
congestion

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
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Gronau (2000)
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Table A.3 (continued )
Operator cost function
Demand
dependent
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Basso and Silva (2014)
Tirachini et al. (2014b) ✓
Tirachini (2014)
✓
De Borger and Proost
✓
(2015)
de Palma et al. (2015)*
Fielbaum et al. (2016)
Gschwender et al.
(2016)
Börjesson et al. (2017)
de Palma et al. (2017)
Hörcher and Graham
(2018)
Hörcher et al. (2020b)
*: Papers that do not model operator costs
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✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
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infrastructure
cost

Temporal cost
interactions

Spatial cost
interactions

✓

Costly public
funds (MCPF)

Endogenous
cycle time

Interaction with
congestion

Vehicle capacity
constraint

Bus stop
congestion

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
and technological features explicitly.

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
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Fare
structure
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✓
✓
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✓
✓
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✓
✓
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✓
✓
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✓
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✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
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✓
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✓
Jansson (1980)
✓
Kocur and Hendrickson
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✓
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Carbajo (1988)
✓
✓
Oldfield and Bly (1988)
✓
Chang and Schonfeld
✓
✓
(1991)
Kraus (1991)
✓
Jansson (1993)
✓
✓
De Borger et al. (1996)
✓
De Borger and Wouters
✓
✓
(1998)
Gronau (2000)
✓
Huang (2000)
✓
Parry and Bento (2001)
✓
Kraus and Yoshida (2002)
✓
Rietveld et al. (2002)
✓
✓
Jara-Díaz and
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Gschwender (2003a,b)
Small (2004)
✓
Pels and Verhoef (2007)
✓
✓
Rietveld and van
✓
✓
Woudenberg (2007)
Proost and Van Dender
✓
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(2008)
Ahn (2009)
✓
✓
Jara-Díaz and
✓
✓
Gschwender (2009a,b)
Parry and Small (2009)
✓
Calthrop et al. (2010)*
Basso et al. (2011a)
✓
✓
Basso and Jara-Díaz
✓
✓
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Basso and Silva (2014)
✓
✓
Tirachini et al. (2014b)
✓
✓
Tirachini (2014)
✓
De Borger and Proost
✓
✓
(2015)
de Palma et al. (2015)
✓
✓
Fielbaum et al. (2016)
✓
Gschwender et al. (2016)
✓
Börjesson et al. (2017)
✓
✓
de Palma et al. (2017)
✓
✓
✓
Hörcher and Graham
✓
✓
(2018)
Hörcher et al. (2020b)
✓
✓
*: A policy appraisal model that does not perform a formal optimisation.
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